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POWERFUL
IMAGES.
POWERED
BY LECTRO

L

ectro's complete line of Zero Transfer Time
products are designed to meet your network
requirements. They are available in outputs ranging
from 6to 15 amps so you can get maximum
efficiency while controlling costs. Depending on the
amount of stand-by time you're looking for, you can
choose 24, 36 or 48 volt units to accomodate your
franchise needs. These power supply units can be rack
mounted, pole mounted or retrofitted to use your
existing cabinetry. And, Lectro's Zero Transfer Time
technology is avirtually foolproof way to protect your
digital or analog signals from interruption.
Lectro's ZTT family of power supply products...
built to power-up today's explosion in
communications technology.
See us at SCTE, Booth #459-46 1
Circle Reader Service No. 1

Zero Transfer Time
technology for:
•Digital Video Network
•Interactive Programming
•Analog and Digital Multicast Channels
•Telephony Network
•Point-to-Point Data Caniage
•Computer Networking

íLectro
Power Protection for the Real World

1-800-551-3790
Lectro Products, Inc
420 Athena Drive •Athens. GA 30601

#1 IN SERVICE
Lectro Power Supply Products
are Designed to Meet the Needs
of the Cable Industry.
The Power of Lectro -Lectro offers awide range of
power supply products created to meet the demanding
requirements of cable installations. These products are the
most dependable you can buy and are backed by people
committed to quality and service.
The Power of Service -Our exceptional staff stands
behind every Lectro product. Dedicated service engineers
help customers assess system needs and determine the
source of problems if they occur. Customer service
representatives provide all of the latest product information
and help determine the best Lectro product for each
customer application. Repairs are done right at the factory
where each repaired unit is automatically upgraded to meet
the latest engineering specifications.

If you're looking for atechnological
leader who is committed to providing
quality and service to the cable
industry.., look to Lectro.
See us at SCIE, Booth #459-461

Circle Reader Service No. 2

ríe Lectro
Power Protection for the Real World

1-800-551-3790
Lectro Products, Inc
420 Athena Drive •Athens. GA 30601

CHILLED OUT
AND CHARGED UP
Lectro's UPS and line conditioners are built to give
you dependable power protection — even in harsh
environments. Temperature ranges from minus 30 0 up
to 1300 Fahrenheit are no problem. And, with cabinets
made of rugged aircraft grade aluminum, these units are
some of the toughest in the industry. They can stand up to

factory floor conditions, tolerate high levels of dust and
humidity, and the NEMA models provide reliable power
protection even when mounted outdoors. Lectro offers a
complete family of products that use ferroresonant technology to ensure clean, consistent power protection that you
can depend on.

•Temperature Ralge -Minus 300 to 130 0 F •NEMA Cabinet Ratings (Some Versions Available in 4X)
•2000 to 1Spike Suppression

•Available from 300VA to 5KVA

•30 Minute Standard Battery Run Time

•Two Year Warranty

If you're looking for power protection that
won't et you down...look into Lectro.

'Lectro
Power Protection for the Real World

Circle Reader Service No, 3

Lectro Products, Inc.
420 Athena Drive •Athens, GA 30601

1-800-551-3790
See us at SCTE, Booth #459-461
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UMITOMO LIGITIS THE WAY
To YOUR FuTuRE!
Fiber Bundle, Loose Tube,
Ribbon, Sheath Stripes, Custom
Marking ... Sumitomo meets your
outside plant network needs with
acomplete line of fiber optic cable.
For instance, our LitePipeTm
fiber bundle cable is available
with up to 96 fibers in armored
or all-dielectric constructions.
Fibers are grouped with vibrantly
colored thread binders for ease of
identification. Our cables can be
made with customized sheath
markings and embedded sheath
stripes to make your fiber stand out
from other cables in your plant.
Sumitomo fiber cable has the
lowest attenuation available to meet
your tight system loss budgets.
Also, our consistent, uniform fiber
geometry; including a±1 micron
cladding tolerance and superior
core and cladding circularity, assures
low loss splices and freedom from
PMD induced noise.
So turn to us for all of your
optical cable needs. Call Sumitomo
at 800/358-7378 and let us light
your way!

*SUMITOMO ELECTRIC
YOUR LIGHTSUPPORTSTSTENI
MEMBER OFTRE S
UMITOMO E
LECTRIC I
NDUSTRIES, Lou. GROUP

Circle Reader Service No. 4

Signs of True Leadership

,
taw
INNOVATION
IN THE TRILOGY TRADITIOm

True leaders of any high-tech industry

perfect dielectric for coaxial cable. While

are those who dare to take new paths in

it seemed obvious enough, it was not

;earch of improved technologies. The

considered to be an easily achieved

accepted ways may be adequate to the

objective. After extensive R&D by

ob, acceptable in the marketplace.

Trilogy's technical staff, however, the

:omplacency rules the day. But a true

vision of the dreamers became a

eader will take the risk of developing

triumphant reality utilizing just the right

naverick thinking into revolutionary

combination of materials and construction

advances. And the conventional suddenly

to forge a unique MC coaxial cable.

;ives way to a new tradition of innovative
rog re ss. That's how the Trilogy tradition
egan, and continues to this day in the
:oaxial cable field.

Trilogy Communications, Inc., was
founded on an unwavering belief in the
superiority of MC 2. Look to Trilogy for a

Theorists had long recognized that
plain air would make the

continuing tradition of innovative
excellence.

Call or write for free samples and brochure: Trilogy Communications, Inc.,
2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, Mississippi 39208.

800/874-5649

601/932-4461

Cuele Redder Soi vice No. 5
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52 Training in anew world
By Roger Brown, CED
What's new in technical training? How about abig plate of new
programs from the vendor side of the house, for starters.
Equipment manufacturers who have had little to do with classroom-style training are formulating non-product specific classes.

58 Another foiled pirate in L.A.

Br Mike Bates, Continental Cablevision, and Robert Depweg,
G:A.P.D.

In one of the biggest cable piracy busts in the history of cable
television, Continental Cablevision of Los Angeles recently
nabbed more than 70,000 illegal cable boxes.

66 Big stakes competition in Vegas
By Roger Brown, (ED

Beyond the clamor of the nation's gambling mecca, glitzy Las
Vegas is shaping up to be acompetitive battleground between
cable television, wireless MMDS and DBS service delivery.
Prime Cable has an aggressive strategy, described here.

38 SCTE celebrates
silver anniversary

80 Digital carriers' effect on analog
By Jeff Hamilton (Intl Dean Sumeback, General Instrument

By Leslie Ellis, CED
This year marks the SCTE's 25th anniversary—but it's unlikely the staff of the cable
industry's largest trade group will even have
time to bask in its quarter century of accomplishments. These days, the SCTE is steeped
in planning how to manage the training, certification and standards needs of the cable and
telecommunications technical community.

Digital carriers over cable television distribution plants introduce anew set of impairments, resulting in areduced signal-tonoise ratio on analog channels. The authors discuss optimum
signal level transmission for minimal impairments.

94 Color tests: Get ready
By Francis Edgington, Hewlett Packard

Next summer, cable operators will be forced to comply with the
headend color tests, marking the beginning of the third phase of
the FCC proof of performance tests. What are the tests, and
how are they made? The authors address those issues here.

104 Focus on hybrid fiber/coax

About the Cover

The SCTE staffand boardfrolics in
St. Louis. Illustration by Rob hen
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By Roger Brown and Leslie Ellis
Last month, telecommunication executives met in New Orleans
for SuperComm, the telephone industry's biggest show. This
year, aslew of cable vendors also showed up, and video oozed
from literally dozens of booths.

SCTE

110 Continental's unique headend

1`)

By Leslie Ellis

CED magazine is recognized by the Society of
Cable Television Engineers.

8

It's been talked about alot, but not done until now: splitting a
signal 16 ways from the modulator's output, for apick-andchoose channel lineup customizable to each optical node. The
concept is being deployed in Pompano Beach, Fla.
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XT here's the satellite and broad-

innovation. And we aren't stopping
now. To learn the latest about the
right technology for right now, use
that old tried and true technology
at the bottom of this ad.
Give us acall.

how MSOs regarded frequencyagile performance? Or our spacesaving, cost-saving CSG-60 BTSC
stereo generator? Or the CATV
industry's top-selling IRD, the onerack-high Agile IRD-H?
Standard will help you cope
with the challenges of bandwidth
expansion with our new TVM550
frequency agile modulator and a
changing industry with advanced
technologies like our remarkable
Stratum Series of signal distribution products. Stratum can put 78
channels in asix-foot rack space,
and give you all the status monitoring, redundancy and remote
control you could ask for.
Year after year, Standard has
continued atradition of quality and

YYband technology that bridges
the gap between yesterday and
tomorrow? Right here at Standard.
From our first frequency-agile
receivers and modulators to the
breakthrough innovations of the
still-emerging Stratum series of
advanced network modulation
equipment, Standard has been in
the forefront of headend technology,
offering value, ease of use, space
saving design and exceptional signal quality.
Need examples? How about our
Agile Omni Broadcast series, very
possibly the most acclaimed commercial satellite TV receivers of
all time? Or our TVM series of
modulators that revolutionized

The Right Technology for Right Now.

Standard

Communications

SATELLITE & BROADBAND
PRCDIDLJC -1
-S

1731\/ISION

P.O. Box 92151
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151
310/532-5300 ext. 280
Toll Free 800/745-2445
Fax: 800/722-2329 (Toll Free)
310/532-0397 (CA & Intl Only)

An the technology
you need.
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N PERSPECTIVE

L

ike many other industry observers, Ioften find myself thinking
about how the "cable" and "telephone" industries will evolve five
years from now. Questions Iask myself include: Will the two truly
merge? If so, how traumatic will the culture shock be? If not, who
will prevail in delivering switched broadband networks to
acritical mass of consumers? Which industry can more
readily pay for the upgrade?
It is often while considering this last question that I
think the RBOCs will prevail in swallowing up many of
the smaller MSOs and become dominant suppliers of
video content. As one cable equipment vendor noted, any
one of the RBOCs represents as much business as the
entire cable industry. With revenues that have been traditionally protected by regulation, the RBOCs and GTE
have deep warchests they can tap to fund new projects
and develop new technologies.
But increasingly Ibelieve that the telephone companies will have adifficult time elbowing their way to the
bar if they intend to do it by brute force. There are many
subtle lessons to be learned about video delivery, whether
it's digital or analog over either fiber, twisted pair copper
or coaxial cable.
This became obvious during last month's SuperComm
show in New Orleans, where several cable equipment
manufacturers and suppliers, including Zenith, General
Instrument, Scientific-Atlanta, Power Guard, Trilogy and
ANTEC made their debuts.
Manufacturers that have served the telephone industry,
including Reliance Comm/Tec, Northern Telecom,
BroadBand Technologies and others were there showing
their vision of how telecom providers can deliver video
services. But as one cable MSO engineering executive
said, the real interest was in what wasn't there.
For example, in at least two booths, it took several seconds for the
video to change when amenu item was selected. In another, the inoperative set-top terminal on display was there just for looks even though
the vendor did his best to provide the perception it was working.
The "cable guys" making the rounds commented that consumers
won't tolerate lengthy channel access times or deep menus that have
them pointing and clicking before they get want they want. They
know what subscribers complain about. And while the technical
glitches mentioned above will be overcome, it points out how closely details must be watched.
Similarly, SuperComm pointed out several issues telecom
providers and manufacturers must sort out before they leap headlong
into video. As Fred Dawson notes in Telecom Perspective, those
issues include return band modulation formats, in-home wiring that
threatens to destroy digital signals, operations software, and gateways between the analog video and voice networks.
Like building aset-top, telecom companies are learning that the
knowledge and experience cable companies have built up is not easy
to emulate. While some of this stuff may look easy on the surface, in
reality, it's much more complex than that. However the future may
unfold, Idoubt the cable industry will simply disappear.

Cable can
teach
alew
lessons, too

Roger Brown
Editor
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How To GIVE
TIE RIGHT P
EOPLE THE
WRONG S
IGNALS.

As acable operator, you want
to give your subscribers the best
picture and programming. But you
don't want to give anything away.
That's why the Pioneer BA-9000 addressable converter
provides line-by-line digital signal security coupled with
Dynamic Picture Shift (DPS) encoding.
An established leader in cable system security, Pioneer
knows the importance of asecure revenue stream, as well
as the value of revenue enhancing options like Near-

Video-On-Demand.
You'll find they're avaluable part of the BA-9000,
along with icon-driven onscreen menuing, backwards
compatibility and afuture expansion port. So give your
revenue stream and yourself afeeling of security by calling
Pioneer -the right people to help you send the
The Art of Entertainment
wrong signals.

eD pionicen

©1994 Pioneer New Media Technologies, Inc., Business Systems Div.sion, 600 E. Crescent Ave.. Upper Saddle River, N.J. 07458-1827. (201) 327-6400

See us at Cable-Tec Expo®, Booth # 577
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Taking Your Network Into Tomorrow
The "information superhighway" that's on everyone's mind
today is paved with opportunities. It has business people,
educators and consumers eagerly awaiting the new age of
interactive communication. And the people at Philips are
mapping out the best routes to help operators drive their
networks into the future.
It's acommunications evolution, not arevolution.
End-users may view the service offerings of tomorrow as a
communications revolution. But at Philips, the network of
tomorrow is evolving out of time-tested technologies that are
integrated with emerging technologies, on atime-table that you
set. By combining proven RF technology with the latest digital
and optical advancements, we're ready to take your system to
the next level —in amanner that won't obsolete your present
equipment, or the network itself, as technology moves forward.

quality Diamond LineTm AM & FM Fiber Optic Receivers
and Transmitters, Spectrum 2000TM RF Amplifiers, 1GHz
Taps and Passives, and VectorTM Ghost Canceller are
specifically engineered to give you improved picture quality and
performance whether you plan to build afiber-to-the node,
near passive or all passive network Plus our new Broadband
Communications Gateway allows your subscribers to take
advantage of amyriad of interactive video, telephone and
data services.
Map out your future, today.
Call your Philips representative. We'll show you the shortest,
most cost-effective route to meeting the demands —and
opportunities —of tomorrow. They're just around
the bend.
Philips Broadband N etworks, I
nc.

Philips offers the most comprehensive
line of distribution vehicles to get you there.
Philips transmission equipment is specifically engineered to
address the advanced architectures of the future while
meeting today's requirements. Our high

100 Fairgrounds Drive, Manlius, New York 13104
(315) 682-9105, FAX: (315) 682-9006
(800) 448-5171, In NYS (800) 522-7464,
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C OLOR BURSTS
and video conferencing to high speed transmission of large amount of data across the
state and around the world via Internet," said
William Richmond, Continental's director of
business development.

CableLabs undertakes
MPEG rights project

To help spur the adoption of MPEG technology as aworldwide digital television standard, Cable Television Laboratories is cooperating with an MPEG-related licensing entity
that will attempt to provide access to intellectual property rights surrounding the technology. It is hoped the effort will result in widespread, nondiscriminatory and reasonable
patent rights licensing of the core digital compression technology for MPEG.
Although the MPEG standards-making
process has been heralded as asignificant
achievement, the core technology includes
many patents that have been granted to awide
variety of persons and companies. To date, the
property rights surrounding those patents has
not been dealt with.
During arecent MPEG meeting in Paris,
more than 50 companies met to discuss the
issue of intellectual property. During the meeting, the group agreed on atwo-phase action
plan for establishing alicensing authority. The
first phase will be to identify which patent
holders are will to participate in the effort and
whether they own patents necessary for implementation of MPEG core technology. The second phase will determine the group's structure
as it works with new licensees and licensers.
Interested patent holders are asked to fill
out aform letter stating their interest in developing such an entity and providing alisting of
their patents they believe are necessary. The
form must be submitted to Baryn Futa at
CableLabs by June 10, 1994.

Consortium formed
to develop interactivity

The big, megamergers may be out of vogue,
but alliances between smaller companies will
still be necessary to bring interactive services
to televisions and personal computers. To
illustrate that postulation, BroadBand
Technologies, Compression Labs, Digital
Equipment Corp., Microware Systems and
Philips Consumer Electronics have joined
forces to deliver astandards-based, turnkey
system for interactive video on demand services.
The system shown at right incorporates
DEC's video and interactive information serv-

16

er, BroadBand's
Fiber Loop Access
switched digital fiber
to the curb network,
and set-tops built by
Philips and CLI that
incorporate OS-9
operating software
from Microware
known as DAVID.
The DEC server
platform incorporates
its Alpha AXP
processors,
StorageWorkds disk
storage arrays, an
interactive gateway
unit, server management, atape library
system, ahigh-speed
networking switch
linking the various
elements and asoftware system that manages the server platform and the interface
to the set-top.
BBT's FTTC platform incorporates
ATM switching and
transport that allows
advanced services
like impulse PPV,
home shopping and
more. The set-tops
built by Philips with
CLI chips are based
on MPEG-2 video
compression and
Musicam audio. They
also have more than
5megabytes of
RAM.
The Microware
DAVID (Digital
Audio Video
Interactive Decoder)
operating system is
based on the OS-9
real-time operating
system that supports
multi-tasking.
The system is
based on industry
standards such as
ATM and MPEG to
"ensure consumer
accessibility to programming from different service

Digital
video interactive
information server
•Manages & stores
digitized data
•MPEG encoded video
•ATM formatting
x.25
communications
link

Broadband
HDT

ATM
formatted
data

,21111:1

:I

LI

El

Broadband
supertrunk
•Video headend
Transports up to
54 DS-3s over fiber

à
Broadband
ONU

0

Coax
DS-3

Philips &
CLI
set-top
•Extracts
MPEG data
from ATM
packets

•Optical/electrical
conversion
of video, telephony,
& data
•transports
upstream
signals & data to
server

I
Remote

providers," the participants said in astatement.
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The highest accuracy at the lowest price
isn't the only extreme we'll go to.

INTRODUCING THE
RFIVI 150 SIGNALSCOUT.
Talk about going to extremes.
From 5MHz to 1GHz, the
SignalScout by Tektronix lets you
monitor and adjust cable TV carrier
levels with more precision than

backed by a3-year warranty.

ever.

The best in the business.

Only SignalScout provides

superior performance in virtually

for the real clincher. It's only

© 1994, Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved. TVG-133.

$2250. Making it the

any kind of climate.
Hot or cold. Rain
or shine. Giving
you measurements
accurate to +/- 1dB
every single time.

Now

THE MOST ACCURATE,

most affordable high-

AFFORDABLE AND

performance meter

DURABLE SIGNAL LEVEL

any-where.

METER IN ITS CLASS.
And no matter

Call

your local Tektronix

sales office, or 1-800-TEK-WIDE, ask

how many SignalScouts you use,

for extension TV. We'll demonstrate

you'll always get the same readings.

,the extremes SignalScout will

SignalScout is so reliable, it's

go to for you.
Circle Reader Service No. 10

Tektronix

C OLOR BURSTS
The system delivers ATM packets at DS-3
speeds over coax between the broadband optical network unit and the set-top located in the
home. This will allow the system to deliver up
to 1,500 channels of interactive programming
on demand.

Philips awarded
Australian contract

Speaking of Philips, the company's
Broadband Networks division has been named
the principal supplier of distribution electronics for the construction of Telecom Australia's
information highway in acontract worth $100
million over the next five years.
Philips will provide 750 MHz, two-way
cable TV transmission equipment, including
fiber transmitters and receivers, RF network
amplifiers, 1GHz taps and passives and anetwork management system to Telecom
Australia.
The network construction has already
begun. Initial use of the network will be for
pay television, but Telecom officials have
designed it to migrate into afully interactive
system that can offer telephony, video on
demand, home shopping, banking and other
services.
The Philips gear was chosen by Telecom
over seven other equipment manufacturers and
suppliers following afour-month review and
field trials.

New company formed
to develop IVDS system

.\ new company called Interactive Return
Service Inc. has been formed in Herndon, Va.
to develop anew method to utilize the
Interactive and Video Data Services Radio
Spectrum. Interactive Return Service is headed
by Dr. Fernando Morales, an electrical engineer who founded TV Answer (now EON
Corp.) in 1986. While leading TV Answer, the
company was successful in petitioning the
Federal Communications Commission for a
portion of the RF spectrum around 218 MHz
for over-the-air interactive services.
Eighteen licenses to use this IVDS spectrum
are being awarded in nine markets, including:
New York, Los Angeles, Chicago,
Philadelphia, Boston, Washington, D.C., San
Francisco, Houston and Dallas.
Interactive Return Service is presently
designing asystem that eliminates the need for
aset-top box by including all interactive control functions, personal identification mechanisms and the information return transmitter
into ahand-held device.
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The roll-out of the TV Answer (and now
EON) interactive services has been hampered
by the need for an expensive set-top as well as
numerous transmit and receive cell sites that
must be built to cover ametropolitan area.
According to Morales, the new system he is
designing will feature ahand-held control
device that receives program and advertising
information from audio tones delivered either
through the TV receiver or the AM/FM radio
stations, while sending viewer responses over
the IVDS radio frequency.
In the case of on-screen menus, they can be
accessed through alaser beam that will allow
the viewer to point the device at aspecific
point on the screen and select any choice made
available. In addition, the hand-held, as
presently conceived, will be able to scan bar
coded information and send responses to
advertisers.

Ortel study finds passive
coax design cost-effective

Ortel Corp. said results of arecent study it
conducted find passive coaxial networks to be
the lowest cost hybrid fiber/coax design, in
which fiber optic receivers feed 60 to 70
homes with coaxial cable reaching beyond
every home with no additional amplifiers in
the network beyond the optical receiver.
Cost advantages of the passive coax design
arise from the reduction in active components,
the elimination of RF amplifiers from the network, and from the reduction in life cycle
costs associated with powering and maintaining the network, Ortel officials said.
Calculations of the network cost plus the net
present value of power and maintenance costs
indicate that today, for new system construction, passive coaxial networks present lower
lifecycle costs than other network designs, said
the Ortel report.

CATV, SCTE forums
set on CompuServe

Hey !Wanna bet interactive with other people who work in the cable TV industry? The
on-line computer system CompuServe now has
adedicated conference and library area for
cable TV engineering and SCTE information.
Just type GO BPFORUM at any "!"
prompt and voila, you're in. Cable TV and
SC11. info is in Section 3and cable TV engineering and SCTE info is located in Library 3.
Also, if you're an SCTE member with an
on-line E-mail address on CompuServe or any
other on-line service including the Internet and
you'd like to be listed in apublic data roster

posted on CompuServe and E-mailed to others, simply send your name, company info, Email address, SCTE member number and
chapter affiliation data to SysOp Jonathan
Kramer. His CompuServe address is:
73300,2161. On the Internet, you can find his
E-mail at: "SCTE.Roster@CableTV.com".

Jottings

Congratulations go out to Vito Brugliera of
Zenith Electronics for winning the annual
NCTA Vanguard Award for science and technology. Vito has been active on the joint
EIA/NCTA Engineering Committee for years
hammering out agreements between cable and
consumer electronics ... Harmonic
Lightwaves has received amultimillion-dollar
order from Rogers Cablesystems of Canada.
Initial deployment will serve about 80 nodes
and will include transmitters, receivers and full
return path capability.. .ICI has invested in
aSeattle-based company called Virtual 1/0
Inc., developer of a3-D personal video and
computer display headset. Virtual I/O will
manufacture the eyeglass-sized device later
this year.. .Mind Extension Institute has
completed two new video training modules on
troubleshooting. "Customer Service Through
Troubleshooting" is aimed at anyone who talks
to customers, while "The Technical
Troubleshooting Challenge" is geared toward
service techs, installers and technical supervisors. MEI also offers seven other videos ...
Arrowsmith Technologies will install its
Fleetcon integrated fleet management system
in Continental Cablevision's Elmhurst, Ill. system as well as Time Warner's New York City
system. These contracts bring the number of
systems served by Arrowsmith to five, including Paragon's Minneapolis and Portland systems and Cox Cable in Omaha. The Fleetcon
system uses real-time GPS tracking and a
mobile data link tied to asophisticated management system to provide field operations
information.. .Here come the digital consumer electronics: agreement was reached on
the technical specs for aconsumer digital
VCR during ameeting of the high definition
(HD) Digital VCR Conference recently ...
NYNEX has selected ADC
Telecommunications, Zenith and Stratus
Computer to provide the essential network
elements of the RBOC's New York video on
demand trial. ADC will supply its Homeworx
integrated digital access platform to transmit
signals to Zenith digital set-tops that will
decode the 16-VSB signals and feed them to
the TV. Stratus will supply the computing
platform....
—Compiled by Roger Brown
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Four new ways to test, troubleshoot, and maintain
your system. The Sencore SL 750 "CHANNELIZERs"TM
and CA 780 "CABLEIZER" were designed by technicians
and engineers like yourself. That's why they have earned the
name "Tech Choice." We believe they will become your choice
for RF signal and cable analyzing now and in the future.

We guarantee the Sencore line of RF signal and
cable analyzing instruments to be the best you'll
ever use. Try them for yourself today.

CALL 1-800-SENCORE

(736-2673)

3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls„ SD 57107
Direct (605) 339-0100
Fax (605)339-0317
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SPOTLIGHT

Alan Babcock is the kind of guy you'd want to have

for aneighbor. He's pleasant and wholesome; the kind
of guy who would probably take afew swipes over
your lawn with the mower while clipping the edges of his own. He's not the
slightest bit hung up on who he is or
what he does, but describes himself as
the typical guy—"two kids, adog and a
minivan," he laughs.
But actually, Babcock is alot more
than that. As director of technical training for TCI's Central division, he runs
five training facilities located in
Denver, Tulsa, Oklahoma and Corpus
Christi, Dallas and Houston. These
days, most of his time is spent developing curriculum. In process at the time
of this interview was anew installation
course, afiber optics course and lots of
heavy thought about how to handle digital compression training.
"We're getting very, very near to the
time when we'll need to have aprogram to handle digital video compression training," Babcock muses. "Things
are already coming up, like the Sega
Channel and DMX. Even though full
rollout of 500 channels won't be for a
little while, and we have some time to
prepare, we still need to start thinking
about it."
Babcock says most of his job is to
ensure that TCI's training programs fit
the needs of the systems—which can be difficult, given
the breadth of the giant MSO's system portfolio. "In
this division alone, we have everything from large
metro areas to small, 100-subscriber systems. It makes
curriculum development areal challenge," Babcock
admits.

Babcock:
Technical
training is
his niche

By Leslie Ellis

Decade ot training
Babcock's involvement in cable television technical
training spans adecade of service in that area, starting
in 1984, when he moved from technical operations into
training for ATC (now Time Warner Cable). "At the
time, Iwas an area engineer for the Denver suburbs,"
Babcock, anative Iowan, recounts. "A position came
open at the National Training Center, and Itook it."
Just three years later, Babcock had been elevated to
manager of the Center.
When asimilar opportunity arose within Warner
Cable (remember, this was all before the merger),
Babcock jumped on it and moved to Dublin, Ohio,
eager to develop the technical training programs needed there. He spent three years with Warner as its manager of technical training; when news of the TimeWarner merger hit the streets, he decided it was again
time to consider amove. "I figured the merger would
probably equate to there being only one technical train-
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ing center," Babcock correctly assumed, "so Imoved
back into technical operations for awhile," as adistrict
manager in Columbus, Ohio.
But Babcock's thirst for training returned, and last
November he returned to Denver, under TCI's shingle.
"Training is definitely my niche in life," Babcock says
when asked why he chose to become atechnical trainer. "I don't really know why. Iguess Ifeel Ihave an
aptitude for it."
Babcock says his nemesis is the lack of tools available to measure training effectiveness. In fact, it's one
of the key things he aims to fortify at TCI. "It has
always been my goal to find ways to measure
training effectiveness, using methods more sophisticated than testing," he says. "I've always believed
that if you're going to do training, you ought to have
some concrete results after people have participated
in the training."
At ATC, Babcock addressed that by evaluating
technical staff performance following atraining program. "For example, if an installer went out to install
something following atraining session, how soon did
that customer call for service? We tried to correlate
any improvement or change with the training, to see if
we really had abefore-and-after impact. Indeed, we
did," Babcock says. He hopes to institute asimilar
program within ICI. "It's areal challenge to find
ways to measure training, because there are so many
variables."

Education vs. training
Babcock says his biggest concern revolves around
the digital future. In his mind, the cable television technical community needs to take abigger stab at its own
higher education needs, particularly with digital compression right around the corner. "There's abig difference between on-the-job training and education,"
Babcock emphasizes. "With aconverged telecommunications marketplace, the technician in the house is
going to have to be awhole lot smarter than we are
today."
Babcock follows those comments by discussing the
SCTE's scholarship committee, of which he is chairman. "I don't think enough people are cognizant of that
group," Babcock laments. "It's an excellent source for
cable's technical community who want an education."
At home with the dog and minivan, Babcock and his
wife, Linda, have the aforementioned two kids:
Michael, age 10, and Stephanie, age 8. Babcock says
he's an avid skier, "tries to play golf," and is aproud
Cub master for his son's Cub Scout pack.
And, on the evening of the interview for this article,
Babcock was scheduled to take the stage as "Dirty Jake
LePhew," aleading albeit nefarious character in a
church-sponsored melodrama. (He played opposite a
character named "Mayo Naise.")
Perhaps the training thing is just afront for afrustrated actor? "I don't think so," Babcock shrugs. "I'm
just comfortable in front of people." CND
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ouis H. Crook (1888-1953) was aprofessor of aeronautical engineering at the Catholic University of
America in Washington, D.C. On
November 18, 1937, Professor Crook filed
an application for aU.S. patent entitled:
"System and Method for Sending Pictures
Over Telephone Wires." Three years later
on November 26, 1940, he was granted
Patent No. 2,222,606, assigned to The
Second National Bank of Washington, DC,
as trustee. The following quotation is from
the preamble describing the patent:

Professor
Crook:
Inventor of
CATV

By Archer S. Taylor,
Director and Senior
Engineering Consultant,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates

Iprovide acomplete shielding, not only of the wires and
the instrumentalities
employed for sending and
receiving sound messages and
pictures, but also of the ends
of the wires where they are
joined to said instrumentalities. In other words, Imake
use of insulated electric
transmission lines.. .as one
conductor for picture transmission, while the complete
metallic shielding or covering constitutes the second
conductor for picture transmission. (Emphasis added)

This is not only aclear, although primitive, description of coaxial cable, but also of topological shielding; i.e. complete shielding without surface
discontinuities.
The patent description continues:
Supposing now that one of the houses ...
desires to have television transmission
installed, all that is then necessary is to
provide the arrangement ...where the
telephone conductors ...are enclosed in
ametal tube ...one end of which is soldered or tightly secured to the metal lining. .. of the distributor box . .The
other end of this metal tube ...is similarly tightly secured to the metallic casing...
containing aconventional television
receiving instrument.. ..
So, the 500 or so CATV systems operating in 1957
and earlier (including the one my associates and Ibuilt
in 1953 in Kalispell, Mont.) may have infringed the
Crook patent. Fortunately, we are protected by the
statute of limitations.
In 1938, alengthy staff report was issued by the
Federal Communications Commission detailing the
findings of 125 investigators over the three-year period
from 1935 to 1937. By remarkable coincidence, with
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the 1937 Crook patent application, the FCC staff
report, in asingle obscure paragraph buried on page
239, clearly anticipates the possibility of transmitting
television to homes by means of broadband coaxial
cable, as well as over-the-air. An excerpt from that
paragraph follows:
Transmission (of television) may be by air
...or conceivably it may develop into
some sort of wire plant transmission utilizing the present basic distributing network of the Bell System, with the addition
of coaxial cable or carrier techniques
now available or likely to be developed
out of the Bell System's present research
on new methods of broad-band wire
transmission. The prior development ...by
the Bell System, and their patent control
of these new devices while they are being
adapted to their own existing investment
in permanent wire plant, constitute an
advantage of intangible nature, but one
having far-reaching effect upon the
probable commercial success attending
independent research upon methods
which might become operative independently of the Bell System plant.
(Emphasis added)
The FCC evidently recognized as early as 1937 that
the Bell System might use its patent position on broadband coaxial cable to delay or thwart the development
of independent wired TV systems.
To put the Crook patent in chronological perspective, television developments in the mid 1930s were
moving out of the laboratory. In June, 1936, the FCC
announced hearings that would consider the television
standards proposed by the Radio Manufacturer's
Association (RMA). RCA had already begun testing
transmissions from the Empire State Building, using
the Zworykin iconoscope with 343 scanning lines
(changed to 441 in the RMA proposal). In February
1937, the British Broadcasting Company (BBC) rejected the 240-line mechanical scanning system developed
by the popular John Logie Baird, in favor of the
Marconi-EMI 405 line electronic system.
BBC Television officially opened November 3,
1936, with regularly scheduled entertainment programs. On April 30, 1939, RCA began regular noncommercial television programming with aspeech by
President Franklin D. Roosevelt at the opening of the
New York World's Fair. Eight hundred television sets
were sold in 1939-40, at $395 to $675 (probably at
least $5,000 in 1994 dollars!).
An intriguing question arises as to whether Louis
Crook had knowledge of the FCC report prior to applying in November 1937 for his patent. He died in 1953,
but the following information was obtained from his
daughter, Miss Charlotte Crook. ciED
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Introducing
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C-COR 's next generation of
AM fiber optic transmission
equipment for today's fiberrich architectures.

LinkNetTM offers:
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1Redundant optical back-up.
1Flexible, modular, apgradable platform.
11 Network management option.
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a IGlElz housing and are backed by C-COR's extended warranty.
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Service and support personnel around the world provide pre-sale
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assigance, training, and a24-hour technical support hotline.
Call C-COR today for more information...
join us in the Networking Revolution!
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FIBER LINE
of working fibers. During regular maintenance
activities each month, personnel should examine this documentation and ensure that it
reflects any changes in personnel, procedures
and fiber reassignments. Keeping this information up-to-date is just as important as developing the document in the first place, Harrigan
notes.
Harrigan did discover that each restoration
kit required amore complete listing of splicing

priorities. He has since included acopy of the
restoration kit's fiber color coding scheme to
allow both restoration teams to get together
early in the process to establish which fibers
will be spliced first.
"The idea," says Harrigan, "Is to pull the
fiber restoration team together just before
splicing commences, to orchestrate as precisely as possible not only which fiber has the
highest priority, but which color combinations

lengths of fiber

Fast!
Model 1205
is the perfect
metallic
cable fault
locator.
new

Model

1205

is

the

ultimate TDR, Cable Fault Locator,
combining the features you asked for
into one compact and low priced instrument. Unique and exclusive
features like DUAL CURSORS, RS-232 COMPUTER INTERFACE,
SOFTWARE DISKETTES, SUPERSTORE WAVEFORM STORAGE, and
AUTO-SEARCH all come STANDARD.
Many other standard and
optional features make the Model 1205 the most powerful full featured TDR available today. Call now for free information or ademonstration of any of our complete line of Cable Fault Locators. Base
price: only $2995!
Riser-Bond Instruments
is your one-stop TDR shop!

Riser Bond

800-688-8377

INSTRUMENTS
INI

5101 NORTH 57TH STREET
LINCOLN NE 68507-3141
402-466-0933
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ICI now

stores longer

Find cable faults

The

will be spliced. Broken fiber and the color
coding of fiber in the restoration pack will not
always match. This carbon copy form will
help to ensure that both teams are playing
from the same sheet of music.
"It also helps to try to deal with outage situations in the same relatively relaxed manner as
demonstrations. Haste,"
Harrigan adds,
"still makes
waste."
For example, splicing
restoration of
just one fiber
during the first
restoration simulation could
have brought
nearly 60 percent of the subscribers back
into service,
Harrigan says.
"Establishing
priorities and training personnel about how the
documentation is used goes along way toward
refining the restoration plan."

for backup

restoration

of 600- to 800foot spans.

Preventive maintenance
Other worthwhile exercises during routine
and/or preventive maintenance processes
include checking restoration kits, test gear and
fault locators each month. Battery levels, splicing equipment and related supplies can then be
monitored to ensure that everything needed for
emergency repair is available. "You never
know when someone might have used the
splicing gear out of one of the kits," Harrigan
laments.
In addition, Harrigan stresses the proper use
of safety equipment, such as hard hats, cones,
and gloves, regardless of any rush to re-establish service. "When in astressful situation, we
often tend to forget that safety is our very top
priority."
The bottom line with regard to safety,
Harrigan says, is that afiber break is "still
only telecommunications," even if service to
500,000 subscribers is at stake. "I'll take the
heat for asafety-related delay any day of the
week over an unsafe but perceived timesaver." CIED
This article is dedicated to the memory of
Gene Bray, an ANTEC technical trainer who
pioneered fiber restoration planning and was
instrumental in teaching TCI California personnel about fiber.
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The DV6000, 2.4 Gb/s, sixteen channel
system with powerful drop/add/pass
capability

•

•

American Lightwave Systems brings
uncompromised digital video
quality to fiber trans-mission. The
DV6000"' is a universal 2.4 Gb/s per
second multichannel system for all
types of video plus telephony.
Sixteen baseband video. RF
scrambled video, multilevel QAM
signals in any combination, plus CD
quality baseband audios and 4.5
MHz BTSC carriers fit into one 19.3
in./490 cm. high shelf. Encoded
video contains no compression
artifacts. Key revenue producing

AL

information in vertical blanking
intervals is preserved. DS3/DS1
channels can be transported along
with every video and audio format.
The unequalled transparency of the
DV6000 means that signal quality is
preserved throughout the digital
backbone, and AM fiber distribution
systems can be designed more cost
effectively than with other digital
trans-mission alternatives.
DV6003 offers unequalled
channel routing flexibility. Each
DV6000 channel can be dropped,

added or passed at each site.
Channel routing software
automatically tracks channel
assignments and protects against
routing conflicts. You can
implement local switching, fiber
redundancy and 1xN channel
backup with standard DV6000
modules. Companion DVM550
VSB/AM modulators provide the
ability to create a complete,
compact headend.
•

•

•

With DV6000, the future is real.

AMERICAN LIGHIWAVE SYSTEMS, INC.

999 Research Parkway, Meriden, CT 06450 (203)630-5770; FAX (203)630-5701
Domestic and International SalesOffices also in California, Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, llinois, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Texas, Virginia,
Belgium, Canada, Japan, Korea, Singapore, United Kingdom, Venezuela.
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SCTE celebrates
25th with
little time to
look back
At aquarter of acentury

old, SCIE is poised for
convergence

By Leslie Ellis
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ike awell-tended garden sprinkled with plenty of
rain and sunshine, the grass roots of the Society of
Cable Television Engineers have flourished to an
unprecedented level in this 25th anniversary year.
Fertilized by an ever-increasing number of local chapters (more than 70) and enriched by programs including the Broadband Communications Technician and
Engineer (BCT/E) certifications, the SCTE has swelled
to asize that literally dwarfs every other cable television industry trade group. At 11,500 members, the 25year old technical society has nearly doubled in size
since it celebrated its 20th anniversary, just five years
ago.
Such growth—averaging just over 1,000 new members each year since 1989—is clearly agood thing. It's
also asignificant challenge for SCTE President Bill
Riker. "It's mind-boggling, how much we've grown
over the past five years," Riker muses. "Trying to manage this kind of growth has been difficult, but rewarding.
TCI's Tom Elliot, chairman of the SCTE's board of
directors and VP of engineering and technology for
TCI, sums up the SCTE's blossoming technical role
this way: "We're in an exponentially increasing rate of
technological change in the world, that Isense could
go on for along time. Consequently, atechnologiallyoriented group should be very well positioned to benefit by that, and benefit the industry it's involved with."

The benefits of SCTE growth are obvious; the exponential growth of the Society could easily be classified
as one of those "good problems to have." An even
larger challenge than the onslaught of new SCTE
members, however, may be the management of change,
in general. With disparate communications networks
starting to resemble each other more and more closely,
could there be an SCTE-like entity out there already
serving another industry—like the telephone business,
for example? And if the telephone industry purchases
its way into broadband video delivery, then what happens to the SCTE?
These are all questions Riker says tend to "keep him
awake at night"—or at least they did, until 1992, when
he decided to hire aprofessional meeting facilitator
who helped guide the SCTE's board of directors into
planning for the future. Beginning in March 1992, a
meeting took place at the SCTE's Exton, Pa. headquarters that forced the board to think long-term.
Riker called it a"SWOT" meeting because it called
for the board to assess Society "strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats." Born at that meeting was
the SCTE's know readily-recognizable mission statement: "training, certification, standards."
Also at that meeting, the SCTE board identified and
prioritized over 20 objectives. Now, two years after
that thinktank meeting, more than half of those original
objectives have been implemented, Riker reports. "We
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Haag. "The standards process is fundamental
(to the SCTE). We need acommon ground to
meet on, to agree on the interfaces and standards, so that we can afford to make the
investments. It's an enabling issue that can't
be over-emphasized, because standards are
fundamental enablers to the business community to make investments."
In the EBS subcommittee, led by Ken
Wright, Jones Intercable's director of technol-

ogy, activity will likely come to ahead at this
year's Cable-Tec Expo, when the FCC is
scheduled to make its final Report and Order
on the revised national emergency broadcast
system.
In the ruling, the FCC will likely make the
cable industry afull partner, along with existing broadcast partners. The effort could translate into an industrywide cash outlay of
between $100 million and $500 million,

FILTERS
DELIVERED QUICK
• The most highly selective
bandpass filters.

• Notch filters which do not
interrupt adjacent channels.
• Pay-TV traps shipped
overnight.
• The broadest selection of
terrestrial interference
filters to improve C-band
reception.

• Custom filters designed to
your specifications.

ASK FOR OUR CATALOGS:
C/91 for CATV filters.
Fastrap/90 for pay-TV traps.
Supernotcher/90 for notch filters.
MTV/91 for terrestrial interference
filters.

MIC
MICROWAVE

FILTER

COMPANY

6743 KINNE STREET
EAST SYRACUSE, NY 13057
800-448-1666 •315-437-3953
FAX: 315-463-1467
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depending on the severity of the ruling. Wright
hopes for afinal report and order in which
operators comply via an audio-only override of
all channels, and not aaudio/video or all-channel text scroll, for cost reasons.

Operations Committee
Headed by Diana Riley, senior account
manager at Jerry Conn Associates, the SCTE
Operations Committee is responsible for the
"day to day" operations of the Society.
Subcommittees under Riley's direction the
Cable-Tec Expo Program, Executive Review,
Fellow Membership, Field Operations Award,
Hall of Fame, Personal Achievement Award,
Scholarship and Senior Member groups.
"As chairman, Iwork very closely with the
SCTE staff, to oversee their activities," says
Riley. "Mostly, though, the Operations committee works to recognize members for their
contributions to the industry."

Planning Committee
At the heart of the SCTE's forward motion
is the Planning Committee, which, as the name
suggests, plans the direction and focus of the
SCTE. It is the Planning Committee that facilitated the recent "SWOT' analysis, for example, and it is Steve Allen, chairman of the
group, who will relay the findings of that
meeting to the SCTE board of directors.
"Our prediction is that the cable companies
will gain employment, while the phone companies reduce employment," says Allen.
"That's happening now."
Still, though, Allen fears a"brain drain" on
cable's technical flock. "Competitive industries are athreat not only because they take
customers, but because they take personnel,"
says Allen.
In all, Allen says, his committee is "working hard on the future," by continuously trying
to determine immediate needs. "Our first
objective is going to be gaining telephone
industry membership," says Allen.
The recent mind-meld was needed to formulate that plan and others, says Allen. "We
needed 'SWOT.' We were starting to lose a
little bit of direction in an industry that's
changing fast. Hosting ameeting like that
helped us enormously."
Planning aside, however, Allen says his
favorite part of the recent mind-meld came
when someone delivered this news: Since the
advent of cable re-regulation, Congress has
received 5,000 letters of complaint about rates.
During the same time, Congress received
17,000 letters reporting UFO sightings.
"That tells you something," Allen ruefully
laughs. CED
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Connect With ANew i\umber.

1-800-639-CATV
Here's the number you've been waiting for — abrand new line that puts you
in touch with achoice of winning solutions.
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V ENDORS AND TRAINING

Vendors don
their
training caps
Increased role
in training noted

By Roger Brown

T
he bloom may be off the convergence rose

now that two of the big mergers between
cable and telephone companies have been
called off, but as companies that run training
seminars are finding out, there's no shortage
of people who want to learn about broadband
technology.
In fact, there's amarked resurgence in
interest in training seminars of all kinds as
cable systems begin to feel heat from competitors like Direct Broadcast Satellite, MMDS
and in afew cases, the telephone companies.
Many industry strategists cite aneed for
better-trained field personnel as operators shift
their focus from gaining subscribers to better

customer service and subscriber retention.
While myriad options exist for training,
including the Society of Cable Television
Engineers, National Cable Television Institute,
Mind Extension University and others, equipment manufacturers too are getting into the
mix.
Companies like General Instrument,
Scientific-Atlanta, C-COR Electronics, Sachs
and Antec all are devoting significant
resources to the build-up of new training programs, covering such subject matter as basic
installation practices to how to deliver telephony over coaxial cable.

More well-rounded
Indeed, what was once given away with a

product sale has transformed into amini
growth industry, with many companies capitalizing on their own internal knowledge and
now charging fees to attendees of lengthy
seminars devoid of product-specific curriculum. Instead, along with the fees comes a
more well-rounded education featuring stateof-the-art teaching methods that is often
brought right to the operator's back door.
"Technology is changing so fast that we
don't think cable operators can afford to use
training that is third- or fourth-generation,"
says Dana Eggert, director of training at
Scientific-Atlanta. "We think it's moving fast
enough they need to be as close to the point
where technology is generated as possible.
The proximity to the technology is akey point
in our ability to provide training."
For example, S-A began about ayear ago
teaching aclass on sweep and balance that is
completely generic. By getting away from
product specificity, attendance has jumped.
"We were caught off-guard with its popularity," admits Eggert. "But that proves there's a
customer need for skills training, process
training and maybe even career path training."
To fill that perceived need, S-A has radically altered its approach to training, moving
away from product-oriented classes to more

Today's lesson:
I. Surviving the future
A. Digital transmission
B. Compression
C. Fiber optics
D. Telephony over coax
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he tumultuous growth in the cable

their interconnections has increased

television industry has led network

drastically. Continued growth also is

Planners to reconsider many stan-

transforming the nature of network facili-

dard arrangements and practices.

ties and the weight of the burdens they

They know that what worked well

bear. The CATV headend, for example,

on asmall scale won't necessarily hold its

will become the hub for AM-VSB CATV

value as part of alarger scheme. This is

channel transport, digital video transmis-

particularly true with the cable itself.

sion, switched services and competitive

When networks were initially developed,

access. With the evolution of the services

fiber-optic cables were strung together in

and the proliferation of fiber-optic nodes

the most straightforward way. Installa-

in star-star-bus and fiber-to-the-feeder

tions were associated with simple AM

architectures, CATV companies are wise

fiber-optic link design; if there were less

to introduce fiber cable management into

than 12 fibers, cables were attached to

their network.

nodes with adirect fusion splice or
mechanical connector.
As the market has matured, CATV
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In some networks, engineers are finding that direct fiber connection, a
common practice, leads to more and more

companies have vigorously expanded

splicing in increasingly congested splice

their networks. A natural consequence of

cases. By ignoring sound cable manage-

this expansion is that the number and size

ment practices, CATV companies may end

of fiber-optic cables and the complexity of
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A
Strong Link in the CAntiork Chain
• Perform a"tone and tag" operation to

include adding or transferring fiber-optic

limited access to their networks. Because

locate #1 and #12 at each location (if

nodes. Quality equipment manufacturers

the consequences can be so costly, acable

the fibers were not under the supervi-

such as ADC Telecommunications offer

management system not only will make

sion of amanagement system)

CATV operators alarge variety of panels

life easier, it also can pay for itself simply

This work is time-consuming, and the

and frames to meet their individual needs

unnecessary service interruptions and

by preventing the problems from occur-

impact is compounded when the pro-

ring. A closer look at the risks involved

cedure is frequently required. With a

will make this evident.

simple, logical cable management
system, cutovers can be performed at

Productiviril
Consider ajob that requires afiberoptic link to be moved, say from fiber #1

apatch panel in just afew minutes

for service and growth.

cessall Service Ifferruprions
The threat of service interruptions

without using special test equipment,

alone justifies an investment in quality

splicing gear or unusual materials.

cable managetnent systems. When afiber-

CATV companies can profit from this

optic hub or node feeds several thousand

to fiber #12. Working with direct connec-

approach at the headend or in the field.

subscribers, even abrief spell of down-

tions, atechnician would have to do the

For example, they can isolate fibers from

time can trigger arevenue loss and

following:

terminal equipment in an outside plant

customer dissatisfaction. In their attempt

• Physically disconnect fiber #1 and fiber

environment using strategically located

to avoid these disruptions entirely, net-

cross-connects, or they can install any

work managers need to attack the most

number of fiber management frames at

prevalent and dangerous problems.

nal equipment (i.e. receiver and

the headend to simplify current and

Repeated splicing and rearrangement is a

transmitter)

future operations or changes, which may

#12 from the transmitter
• Resplice them to the appropriate termi-

continued on following page
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prime concern; it can leave fibers damaged, worn out or "lost," when further
maintenance is not deemed worthwhile.
Similarly, congestion in the splice case
complicates maintenance and can lead to
the fracture of accidentally jostled fibers.
A good cable management system will
protect the fibers in use — as well as those
left "dark" for network growth and future
services such as telephony and video-ondemand. It will provide aphysical access
point for periodic testing and service;
these access points also form the building
blocks of architectures that offer diverse
routing and other protection schemes.
With such asystem, technicians can:
• Identify fiber-optic cables easily
• Terminate cables reliably
• Connect and disconnect test probes to
and from the management system
quickly

Il

ed Plant Access

A cable management system doesn't

simply protect and manage the cable; as
mentioned above, it also gives CATV companies extended access to their networks.
With access comes flexibility, which is not
ahallmark of networks that rely on direct
connections. And with flexibility, network
operators can do more things to satisfy
customers and increase their revenues.
For this reason, ADC builds flexibility
into its cable management products by
stressing modular designs, which let
CATV companies build affordable, customized networks.
Placing amodular fiber frame at the
headend, network operators can do the
following:
• Combine signals from a1310 nm analog video stream and a1550 nm digital
video stream using awave-divisionmultiplexing module
• Install the variable attenuation module
for adjustable attenuation of the optical
signal
• Split the optical input into amultiple

• Manually switch inputs between
several output paths using an A/I3
switching module; this can be used to

mg the Nettuorti
As providers of communications serv-

path configuration and add short fiber

provide redundancy and to test or acti-

ices pass through an era of extensive

nodes using an optical tree module

vate the "B" side of the network

transformation, they might be tempted to

14

gloss over things like cable management

will grow, and

and concentrate on more glamorous mat-

determine whether they'll grow like a

proven connectivity solutions will be well
positioned to reap the potential revenues

up to those involved to

CATV companies seeking to implement

ters, such as fiber electronics. But figuring

patch of weeds or acarefully tended gar-

out how to arrange cables and connec-

den. The choice can lead to anetwork

that will be up for grabs from anew gen-

tions is afundamental issue. Networks

that blossoms or one that chokes itself.

eration of services.
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SIGNAL SECURITY

How Continental of
L. A. thwarted
complex piracy ring
Multi-state
stas
t
t
e
olrpeeij

By Mike Bates, director of security,
Continental Cablevision; and Robert Depweg,
detective, Los Angeles Police Department
Editor's note: Each year, CED magazine
publishes the it inning papers selected by the
NCTA's Office of Signal Theft to exemplify
leadership against cable signal piracy. This
year, two papers were selected as winners.
The second will be published in asubsequent
issue.

C

ontinental Cablevision of Southern
California passes approximately 800,000
homes and serves approximately 320,000 customers. The majority of homes passed and
customers are within Los Angeles County. To
counter the high crime rates associated with
large metropolitan cities and to take positive
local action against the ever-increasing nation-

al issue of "pirate activity," Continental
Cablevision formed its own regional security
department.
The primary objectives of the regional
security department are as follows:
V To establish awareness throughout
Continental's employee population base and
franchise areas that connecting, modifying or
tampering with company equipment or related
services for the purpose of receiving unauthorized cable service is illegal, and anyone found
to be in violation of these acts will be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.
V To initiate community understanding with
city officials and law enforcement officials of
the financial losses and detrimental effects
theft of service has upon the city itself, as well
as others.
V To shut down unauthorized equipment distribution modification rings through investiga-

Cable television fraud and piracy interview questions
The following questions are asked
by Continental's auditors during an
interview with asuspected cable pirate:
1. What is the name of the business(es) you work for?
2. Who is the owner?
3. Who is your supervisor? Who do
you report to?
4. Who is the manager?
5. Who is the bookkeeper?
6. Who pays you?
7. What are your job duties?
8. How are you paid? (cash, check;
weekly, monthly?) Are taxes taken out
of your paycheck?
9. How long have you worked for
this company?
10. Where did you work before?
11. How long has the business been
located here? Other locations? Has the
business gone under any other names
that you know of?
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12. Where are the shipping and
receiving locations?
13. Where are the records for shipping and receiving kept?
14. Who has access to the computer?
15. Who else do you know in this
type of business?
16. Are there any cable company
employees involved? Do you know
who they are and which cable company they work for?
17. How are the boxes modified to
receive all the cable channels? Who
modifies the boxes? Who is the technician?
18. Where are the boxes modified?
Is there aseparate location where
modifications take place?
19. Are there any off-site storage
locations with additional cable television equipment?
20. Who trained you to do convertor

tion resulting in criminal prosecution and/or
civil remedies.
V To establish and make available for public
use atoll-free theft of service tip line.
V To reduce the unauthorized end user rate to
homes passed.
In March 1992, the formation of the regional security department consisted of an experienced director, familiar with cable theft investigations who had aproven relationship with
local law enforcement agencies, and one similarly experienced field investigator. The combined experience of these two individuals
included acomprehensive background of
skills in investigative and surveillance techniques, as well as an up-to-date working
knowledge of California state laws.
Creating theft of service awareness
throughout Continental's employee base and
franchise areas is aconstant, ongoing endeavor. Our regularly conducted employee awareness meetings serve to remind and educate
employees on such signal theft issues as:
V unlawful modification and distribution of
convertors/decoders,
V current state and federal laws,
V demonstrations of modified convertors
and/or decoders,
V procedures to follow upon discovery of
unauthorized devices,
V how unlawful devices undermine the industry and affect jobs,
modifications?
21. Where do you get raw boxes to
modify?
22. How many boxes do you sell per
week, on average?
23. Why are the serial numbers
removed from the cable boxes? Who
authorizes you to remove the serial
numbers?
24. How much do the modified
boxes sell for, on average?
25. Who do you sell the boxes to?
Do you sell to out-of-state buyers or
just to California users?
26. Where do the orders to buy
boxes come from?
27. Are the modified convertor boxes
guaranteed?
28. Where are the sales records
kept?
29. Do you know modification of
convertor boxes is against the law?
30. Do you have legal cable TV service at your residence?
31. What else can you tell us regarding the operation of the business?
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SIGNAL SECURITY

Signal piracy: special project auditing and how it works
Special project auditors (two-person
teams) focus primarily on lowest tier
basic customer accounts. Each month
the system in which the auditors are
working supply aprintout of the new
lowest tier customer accounts to the
auditors, broken down by numerical
residence number, alphabetic street
name and census tract. The auditors
use this printout to generate daily lead
sheets. Working from lead sheets, the
auditors will attempt to gain access into
customer homes for inspection of company-issued convertors. If the auditors
find aconvertor which has been modified to receive all channels, the customer will be asked to surrender it.
If the modified convertor has aserial
number on it and the serial number
matches the convertor we issued, the
customer is charged a$90
damage/replacement fee. If the modified convertor has had the serial number removed or the serial number does
not match what we issued, the customer is charged a$90 replacement
fee. This damage/replacement fee is
collected in one of two ways: the full
amount at the time of the convertor
swap-out, or half at the time of the
swap-out and half on the customer's
next billing cycle.
In some cases, the customer refuses

to pay the damage/replacement fee or
does not have at least half the fee to
pay. In these cases, the auditors inform
the customer that their service will be
terminated until full payment can be
arranged through the security department. If the service is disconnected,
the audit team notifies the designated
customer service personnel to stop
billing and flag the account as "unserviceable security department." Should
the customer call in for re-connection,
the CSR will know to direct the customer to the security department for
handling of the account.
Accounts passed by auditors are
coded within the billing system for
future information retrieval, as follows:
1. Removed modified convertor
2. No access/not home
3. Customer refused access
4. Access granted/account OK
Customer or non-customers in possession and using amodified convertor
which the audit team recovers are sent
ademand letter within 10 days of the
discovery or recovery. The demand letter is similar to the demand letter that
is sent to commercial establishments
found to be in violation of cable theft
laws. Customers or non-customers
who do not settle with Continental within areasonable time frame are sent a

second demand letter from alocal legal
counsel. If settlement still isn't reached
through demand letters, the legal counsel files afederal civil complaint.
It is in the resident's best interest to
settle the case quickly, because each
action taken by Continental will void
previous settlement conditions and
increase future conditions. If the auditors discover amodified convertor at a
residence and the resident refuses to
surrender the convertor, acall is
placed to the police department.
Field observations are of the utmost
importance in these cases, and each
modified convertor recovered must be
accompanied by areport. Reports are
completed by auditors directly following
the recovery of amodified convertor.
Information contained in the report
includes date and time of observation,
names, descriptions and statements of
persons preset at the residence, and
an investigative summary. The field
observation is then used to help settle
cases in or out of court.
After roughly three months of these
audits, we tracked the following:
•Active accounts accessed: 490
•Modified convertors recovered: 174
•Accounts OK: 316
•Modified/damaged convertor fees
collected: $6,200.
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Date:

Description and Comments of Resident/Customer:

Investigative summary

Ws, 1
Continued from page 60
gation indicated communication and camaraderie between unauthorized device distributors. With the combined effort of Continental
Cablevision personnel and other industry
experts, Depweg was able to file felony criminal charges of conspiracy to commit cable
theft on 12 individuals.
Continental Federal civil suits on three of
the individuals and their companies. Currently,
one individual and his companies has settled
with Continental for $2.75 million and has
been ordered by aFederal judge to immediately cease all sales, manufacture and storage of
modified box decoders. Federal civil suits are
ongoing with two others.
Initial results have confirmed the use of
modified equipment by lowest basic tier customers to average about 35 percent. Upon discovery of amodified device, the customer is
asked to surrender the device and pay a$90
damage fee before service is restored. As with
commercial establishment theft of service violators, we will commence filing Federal civil
suits on these end user.
Continental's security team provides field
investigators with leads on aregular basis, and
follow up on leads generated through
Continental's toll-free cable theft tip line. Tap
CEO :C OMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING
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audit teams are scattered throughout the region
within the different systems and indirectly
report to the security director. The unauthorized drops to homes passed rate, on average,
is 15 percent during the audit team's first pass
through an area. Conversion rates run between
30 to 35 percent, on average. Second sweep
auditing usually results in at least a10 percent
reduction in unauthorized to homes passed
ratios.
Notably, the regional security department
has found that in-house personnel are not
immune to the temptation of unauthorized service activities. In fact, agood place to start
investigations is at your system. Sting operations are set up routinely at various systems
and the results can be surprising. These stings
are most often set up by acquiring an apartment, installing hidden video and audio equipment, and placing an undercover operator
within to play the part of the customer. Inhouse personnel are then routed to the location
with adummy work order in hand and aspecified job task to perform.
Since the October 1992 investigation and
seizures, Continental has successfully investigated and brought about criminal charges to
numerous other "cable pirates" distributing
their wares locally and nationally. CED
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We wrote the book on
Broadband Fiber Optics!
And,we'll send you a
free copy.
mear Fiber Optics broadband transmission technology
id
has ushered in the "interactive age." It provides
the foundation of the fiber/coax networks forming
the "roadbed" of the Information Superhighway.
I

Ortel is the leading manufacturer of the DFB laser subsystems that drive these networks. In fact, we publicly
demonstrated the world's first AM-VSB fiberoptic link
in 1987. Since then, our linear DFB technology has consistently set new performance standards worldwide.
Fiberoptic networks using our products have evolved
from nodes of 2,500 homes to 500 homes. We are now
developing products to support even smaller nodes.
Your challenge. As you help shape your company's
future in the new communications marketplace, you
need the facts on linear fiber optics. With everything
that's riding on your system architecture and equipment selection, you can't settle for less than the best.
There are decisions to be made.
Our offer. We can help. Call us and we will send
you our free brochure, A System Designer 's Guide to Broadband
Fiber Optics. This comprehensive brochure explains, in straightforward technical
terms, how linear fiber optics can help you reach your network design objectives. It covers basic
technology, system performance, future trends, and more. You will find it indispensable.
Ask for Ortel in your equipment.
Call us today toll-free at (800) 362-3891 for your free brochure.
Ortel is Making Light Work for You ®
Making Light Work For You
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C OMPETITION IN VEGAS

Prime Cable
coHow:e:ttlvime at hri ea:t's bets it
all in Vegas
By Roger Brown

T

he video marketplace is poised to become
one of the hottest competitive landscapes now
that Direct Broadcast Satellite services are set
for introduction, telco video dialtone trials and
commercial roll-outs are announced, and the
level of competition brought on by new
MMDS licensees surges.
Cable operators profess readiness to take on
competition, citing years of experience in
video delivery to consumers. But do they really know how to compete—or have years of virtual monopolistic luxury made them sluggish?
Prime Cable of Las Vegas is one cable system that is already beating back competitive
threats in hopes of surviving the coming
firestorm. The system is pouring considerable
resources into new plant expansion in hopes
of becoming the service provider of choice as
new residents settle in this gambling mecca.
Harris Bass, a15-year veteran of cable television and the vice president and general manager of the system, says his construction
crews are building 200 miles of new plant
every year, passing 22,000 new homes that
spring up annually. His system has grown in
subscribers 100 percent between 1990 and
1994, from 125,000 subs back then to more
than 240,000 today. "I've never seen anything
like the level of activity we have here in Las
Vegas," he says.
While those who recall the wild franchising
days of the late 1970s and early 1980s may
differ with Bass, it's doubtful that any system
is growing faster than Prime in Las Vegas.
The desert gambling town leads the nation in
housing starts and new-resident growth—and
most new residents apparently want their
MTV too.
Bass's system has been battling Super
Channels of Nevada, awireless operator, since
1991. Bass admits the arrival of the competitor
spurred his system's new growth, which lately
has been fueled by the area's fast-paced growth.
To keep competition at bay, Bass and his
crew have made aconcerted effort to improve
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relations with local developers and franchising
authorities. "I think there's something to be
learned here, with DBS coming on line now,"
he says.
Bass says his key to success has been garnering joint trench agreements with housing
developers. This allows cable lines to be
placed in the underground duct simultaneously
with telephone cable and other utilities. "This
has been extremely important for us," Bass
reports. He says it costs Prime about $3 per
foot to place the cable when the trench is
open, but the cost balloons to $10 per foot if
they miss the open trench and have to place
cable later.
Consequently, his staff of 22 designers
make sure they track the status of myriad construction projects. Bass says they routinely
have between 600 and 800 projects on the
board at any given time. "With that much
activity, you could miss atrench in aheartbeat," says Bass. "We do agood job of not
missing any open trench. It takes
alot of scrambling around to
make it all happen, but we're the
equivalent of Henry Ford's
assembly line."
How can he afford to place
cable in the ground long before
the house is occupied? To Bass,
the answer is in the question. He
simply can't afford to wait
because competition is out there
lurking. "The days of having the
luxury of deferring expenses (until
an area is more heavily occupied)
are gone forever," Bass warns.
Now, when anew home is occupied, no one who orders cable has
to wait more than two weeks to
have it installed, which is sometimes faster than the telephone
company activates aline, he says.
Of course, it wasn't always this
way. As recently as 1992, Prime
routinely activated plant when
occupancy of anewly developed

area reached about 40 percent (that is, when
40 of every 100 new homes had someone living in them). Today, Prime fires up plant even
before occupancy reaches 10 percent.
Prime of Las Vegas is a1980-era all-coaxial system that offers 52 channels of programming over its 3,000 miles of plant. A special
75-mile fiber plant serves about 50,000 downtown hotel rooms as well as the University of
Nevada at Las Vegas. Penetration is about 56
percent overall, and about 52 percent for all
new homes.
Prime's wireless competitor, however,
appears to be less successful. According to
Bass, the local MMDS service has about 4,500
subscribers who pay $4 less per month for 33
channels. About 20 percent—or 1,000 subscribers—live in Prime's service area.
Prime has aggressively sought arrangements with housing developers to promote
homes as "cable ready" by supplying pre-wire
equipment for the first two outlets at no
charge. But it's astrategy the competition
likes, too. According to Bass, the same policy
is also being pursued by DirecTV, the DBS
provider. He suspects that the local home
developers may attempt to offer DBS service
at adeeply discounted bulk rate.
Bass admits DBS will be a"substantial
competitor," but he says competition need not
be feared. "Competition has made us more
responsive to the customer and better
focused," he notes. "What Ihave learned is
that you have to take care of your customers
and they'll stick with you." CED
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rake has been recognized as awor!d
leader in communications equipment for fifty
years. And our reputation has been built upon
acommitment to manufacturing durable and
reliable products at competitive prices.
This same commitment is evident in Drake
commercial cable equipment. Drake
manufactures awide range of headend
equipment including satellite receivers,
modulators, aad channel processors. Whether
the application is in-house hotel satellite
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BACK TO BASICS

Aural carrier
center frequency
measurement

FCC compliance

By Steve Johnson, Senior
Project Engineer, Time
Warner Cable

Editor's note: In the summer of 1993, CED published adraft of the NCTA Recommended Practices for
Measurements on Cable Television Systems, which was
being revised to reflect the new technical standards
imposed by the Federal Communications Commission.
That document was not meant to serve as atutorial on
testing procedures, but instead was adiscussion of the
specific Rules adopted by the FCC.
This month, we continue with the second installment
of an eight-part series that focus on specific test parameters and more fully explain how and why they are
performed.

i

nlate 1993, the NCTA Engineering Committee completed the revision of its Recommended Practices for
Measurement of Cable Television Systems to reflect the
FCC's requirements for proof of performance testing.
The Technical Standards adopted by the FCC in 1992

can be found in Part 76 of the FCC Rules and
Regulations, beginning at 76.601. One of the 13
required tests is measurement of acable channel's aural
carrier center frequency; or the difference frequency
between the visual and aural carriers.
Why is this important? The primary reason is that
aural carriers which are out of tolerance can cause
interference to upper adjacent video signals, especially
if the audio carrier's level is too high.
Secondly, if the aural carrier center frequency strays
too far from the 4.5 MHz standard, it causes tuning
problems for cable compatible consumer equipment
and with our own convertors.
For stereo signals (BTSC), the frequency accuracy
can also have abearing on the audio quality and stereo
separation.
What exactly does the rule require? The FCC rule
76.605(a)(2) states:
"The aural center frequency of the aural carrier must
be 4.5 MHz, ±5 kHz above the frequency of the visual
carrier at the output of the modulating or processing
equipment of the cable television system, and at the
subscriber terminal."
At any point in the cable system, the frequency difference between the visual and aural carriers must be
between 4.495 and 4.505 MHz.
What factors affect the aural carrier center frequency? For an over-the-air broadcast signal, the broadcaster's transmitter controls the frequency accuracy up to
the point where the signal is received at the cable television system's headend. If the signal is processed

Procedure: The following test equipment is required:
- A frequency counter covering the direct frequency range to be measured.
- A demodulator with 4.5 MHz audio subcarrier output.
- A channel selector (if a convertor is used, it must be an
RF non-volume-control type.)
1. Connect the equipment as shown below.
2. Read the frequency of the 4.5 MHz subcarrier output of the demodulator
directly on the frequency counter.
3. Best results are obtained with no modulation on the sound carrier.
If this is not possible, choose aiong gate time on the frequency counter.
System
or source
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TELECOM PERSPECTIVE

Can the Wins

Or does ADSL Ina it
pick up the slack? VII

Anumber of local exchange carriers (LECs) are

exploring apath to broadband communications that
combines hybrid fiber/coax video overlay networks
with next-generation copper- or fiber/copper-based
ADSL.
Rather than waiting for resolution of the many technical issues surrounding implementation of integrated
hybrid fiber/coax (HFC) networks, these companies
see an opportunity to compete with cable operators by
delivering core cable product while offering an ADSL
(asymmetrical digital subscriber line) interface that
provides afull slate of on-demand, interactive and multimedia video services in combination with advanced
narrowband. "I'm spending an awful lot of time on
ADSL these days," comments astrategist at one RBOC
widely associated with HFC technology.
Next-generation ADSL, if it pans out in forthcoming
technical trials, provides LECs the option to offer a
standalone service that is supplementary to cable,
whether or not the telco provides the basic cable services. Ameritech, Nynex and US West are looking at
the ADSL/HFC option, according to informed sources.
Bell Atlantic, along-time supporter of ADSL as an
interim step to fiber broadband, had not announced its
video network equipment selections at press time but
was taking ahard look at HFC options, sources said.

Not an easy design
Conceptually, Integrated HFC, where all services go
over the fiber/coax facilities, has become the leading
candidate to serve as the conduit into the broadband
communications era for telcos and cable operators
alike. But the range of design decisions that must be
made to satisfy integrated broadband network requirements is mind boggling.
"You'll see alot of testing, most of it in conjunction
with the already announced trials, before there's serious deployment of fiber/coax full service networks,"
notes Charles Dougherty, director of telephony marketing at General Instrument Communications. "That's
going to push some telco broadband agendas back at
least ayear."
The myriad technical challenges facing the local
exchange carriers in the shift to delivering the full service slate over star/bus topology include: figuring out
the best modulation techniques for upstream signals;
choosing adigital video modulation scheme robust

for HFC?

enough to deliver the downstream signal through the
microreflection zone of premises wiring; dealing with
the question of operations software, from transport layers and switching fabrics to APIs (application programs interfaces); determining how services are routed
and processed at the customer premises; building the
right bridges between the analog media entertainment
system and telecommunications networks; finding an
appropriate regional tansport system for AM video, and
etching all these solutions onto silicon.
Of course, there are other concerns, such as the
amount of bandwidth to allocate to different types of
services and the extent to which server-based ondemand services must be accommodated in early iterations of the network. These are issues tied more to cost
and marketing strategies than to technical resolution,
but working them through will be time-consuming.

By Fred Dawson

ADSL not DOA yet
Meanwhile, next-generation ADSL is on afast lane
to widespread trials which could trigger ramp-up to
production of microprocessor-based solutions at any
moment. "We've reached our limit for meeting ADSL
trial orders," says Cortland Wolfe, an engineering manager at Northern Telecom. "A lot of companies are
going to be testing the system."
The NT system in question operates at 7bits per
hertz over 12,000 feet of twisted pair copper, supporting 7megabit per second (mbps) throughput, including
overhead. The Bell carriers' ad hoc ADSL task force
has overwhelmingly endorsed the discrete multitone
(DMT) modulation technique used by NT as the foundation for next generation ADSL. That service will
support various channelization schemes for video at a
cumulative rate of 6mbps together with full ISDN,
standard analog telephone and an upstream data channel, all operating simultaneously over asingle twistedpair line.
Apparently, the DMT solution has answered criticism that ADSL would be impractical because
crosstalk from other lines would prevent bundling of
ADSL and non-ADSL lines in the same sheath. In a
demonstration at Supercomm, the telephone industry
convention held in New Orleans last month, NT operated its ADSL system over aI2,000-foot link with a
crosstalk load equivalent to 24 high-capacity digital
subscriber lines (HDSL at 750 kilobits/second per line)
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The question for

•

grated HFC as along-term solution, the ADSL option
as an interim tie-in with HFC overlays has been largely
obscured.
At Supercomm, announcements of integrated
video/data/voice HFC systems were the standout feature, with commitments to product development from
ADC Telecommunications, Raynet Corp., Northern
Telecom, Scientific-Atlanta, AT&T (alone and in
alliance with Antec Corp.), an alliance of DSC
Communications and General Instrument Corp. and a
new alliance between Reliance/CommTec and Philips
Broadband.

comes with "market-ready software."
With ADSL poised on afaster track than the higher
capacity integrated HFC, the question for long-term
deployment strategists is, when will the market for
advanced services start? If on-demand video is amarket winner and enhanced digital phone services linked
to phones with small screens begin to drive transactional services, waiting for integrated HFC to come on
line could be aproblem.
"You'll see the overlay networks such as we're supplying to Ameritech go in pretty much on schedule,"
said Jack Reily, VP and GM for access platforms at

EFFECT OF D IGITAL C ARRIERS

How digital carriers
affect
analog plant
distortion A
prl
=

By Jeff Hamilton and Dean Stoneback,
General Instrument

T

extended with analog video carriers, the number of distortion products or beats increases
exponentially. Distribution amplifier power
output levels are reduced to keep the composite of all these beats, CSO and CTB, below an
acceptable threshold. This means closer amplifier spacing, more amplifiers, better coaxial
cable and higher cost plant.
Adding digital carriers to adistribution system does not add new CSO or CTB beats.
Instead, distortion beats of digital carriers generate the new impairment, "intermodulation
noise."

This paper describes efforts to quantify the
level of this new impairment to analog transmission and how to minimize its impact.

Digital transmission spectrum
Using an advanced 64 QAM modulation
and error correction technology built upon the
art developed for HDTV broadcast testing, a
27 mbps (megabits per second) information
rate can be provided in each 6MHz cable
channel. This high density modulation in 6
MHz channels makes optimum use of cable
spectrum while offering maximum compatibility with existing CATV equipment, practices
and procedures.
In the frequency domain, these QAM digital carriers will look like 5MHz bands of
white noise. The modulation is balanced double sideband suppressed carrier. Transmit filtering is square-root raised cosine with an
excess bandwidth under 0.2 and asymbol frequency of just over 5MHz. The compressed
video multiplex is bit scrambled to ensure the
data stream is sufficiently random to maintain
this noise-like appearance by equally exciting
each of the 64 modulation states.
One advantage of this balanced modulation
is the absence of residual carrier. The distribution amplifiers are not loaded by unnecessary
carrier power as they are with analog video
modulation and other forms of digital modulation. All of the transmitted power is in the
modulation sidebands which carry the information. This avoids generating additional dis-

he technology distributing analog video carriers through aCATV plant has been developed over many years. Specifications, test
methods and performance criteria are all well
established. Much of this technology is based
on practical experience and the logic is not
always obvious.
Distortion performance, for example, is
specified as composite second order (CSO)
and composite triple beat (CTB) and is measured with unmodulated "CW" carriers. In an
operating system, however, the carriers are
Determining its impact
modulated. This drops the distortion beat
As the analog carriers are switched over to
power substantially below the specified levels.
digital modulation, the distortion beats rapidly
If only one carrier was modulated with video
become intermodulation noise. In a750 MHz
while performing the distortion test, asystem
system with 77 analog and 33 digital carriers,
meeting the -53 dB specifications would creonly 30 percent of the carriers are digital but
ate aterrible picture on that one modulated
67 percent of third-order beats on the last anachannel. Only when the rest of the carriers are
log channel are intermodulation noise.
modulated will the visible picture beats and pat3Analog carrierell.rn
1Analog and 2 digital carriers
terns disappear. Proper
cable system operation
Carriers
Carriers
depends on the effect of Ile
lower beats when the
carriers are modulated.
Distortion
Distortion
The specifications were
set based on operating
the plant with modulated
carriers while testing
Frequency
Frequency
with CW carriers.
Figure 1
Figure 3
The way CATV distribution plant is specified
2 Analog and 1digital carriers
and designed will require
3 digital carriers
some new thinking as
digital carriers are introCarriers
Carriers
duced into the mix. In
aà
particular, the basic
Distortion
physics of how digital
Distortion
n.
carriers behave with
E
amplifier distortion
offers new opportunities
and risks to distribution
Frequency
Frequency
plant design.
Figure 4
Figure 2
As plant bandwidth is
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EFFECT OF DIGITAL CARRIERS

cree CTB and CSO beats, increases amplifier
headroom and reduces analog carrier distortion
levels by operating further from the knee in
the curve of amplifier non-linearity (crash
point).

(individual triple beats) are the result of multiplication of the carriers in the time domain,
which is convolution in the frequency domain.
Because the CW carrier spectra is all impulses,
the beats also appear as impulses in the frequency domain.
Distortion beat theory
Because of the DC bias used in AM video
Individual (single) beats. When CW carrimodulation, most of the analog video carrier
ers mix with each other through amplifier non- power remains at the frequency of the CW carlinearity, they produce second- and third-order
rier. Analog modulated video carriers have
beats. Some of these beats contribute to CSO
lower average power, but the same peak power
and CTB in the transmission band. These
and aproximately the same impulsive spectral
"ISOs" (individual second order and "ITBs"
shape as CW carriers. The spectrum of ISO
and ITB from analog
2
modulated carriers look
Output power tilt
like impulses. (See
o
Figure 1.)
This is not true for
digitally modulated car-0 -2
riers. The 64 QAM mod_3
ulated carrier looks like
-2.).-4
a
5MHz band of white
-5
noise (a pulse in the fretu -6
quency domain). See
Figure 5
Cc -7
Figure 2. When this
-8
"pulse" is convolved
-9
with two analog carriers,
o 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 the result will be a
Frequency (MHz)
"pulse" of noise. This is
-retemeraiq called intermodulation
-50
TB for 77 and 110 CW carriers " noise. If the digital carri-52
er is at the same average
-54
power as the CW carrier,
-56
the intermodulation
—
us
-58
noise beat will have the
same total average
• -60
a
a
power
as the ISO or ITB
C
O -62
Figure
of the CW carriers.
(-) -64
If the distortion beat
-66
involves two digital
a
• • 77 CW Carriers
-68
channels and one analog
a
Mil
110 CW Carriers
channel, the resulting
-70
0 100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800 distortion energy will
appear as atriangle of
Frequency (MHz)
noise in the frequency
50
domain (See Figure 3).
CTB and CIN3 for 77 CW with 33 digital ca=
-52
The triangle will have
twice the width of the
-54
pulse-shaped distortion
-56
and will have the same
-58
amplitude. The spectral
60
broadening is from each
-62 •
a
spectral component of
the digital carrier beating
-64
with each component of
-66
•
the second digital carri• • CTB
-68
Figure 7
er.
CIN3
-70 re •
Finally, if the distor0 100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800 tion is the result of three
Frequency (MHz)
digital channels beating
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against each other, the distortion will appear as
aband-limited Gaussian shape (See Figure 4).
The width will be three times the digital carrier width, or 15 MHz. The height will be threequarters as high as the pulse-shaped distortion
and the total average power will be the same
as aCW carrier beat.
All the results above assume that all channels are transmitted at the same total power.
Multiple beats. Just as many discrete beats
of CW carriers add to produce CTB in an allanalog system, the various intermodulation
noise beats will add to produce "composite
intermodulation noise" (CIN). The level of
this noise will depend on the location of both
the analog and digital channels, and on their
level. "CIN3" is the composite of all the thirdorder beats involving at least one digital carrier and so giving the beat one of the abovedescribed spectral shapes. The second-order
digital beat composite is "CIN2." Since the
principle significance of either type of CIN is
as an impairment to analog video transmission, levels are normalized to a4MHz noise
bandwidth.

Calculated CIN performance

Acomputer program was written to calculate all the beats produced by carriers. These
carriers can be any combination of CW or digital and may have any amplitude assigned to
them. The output of the program contains both
the total number of each type of beat and the
total amplitude of the beats at every frequency.
If digital carriers are involved, the computer
also produces the total CIN2 and CIN3 at each
channel.
This program was used to predict the performance of 550 MHz and 750 MHz channel
loadings for ahypothetical device which has a
flat distortion vs. frequency characteristic.
The simulations were done with tilted output spectrums. In order to establish abaseline
for amixed analog/digital system, all output
levels are referenced to the level at 547.25
MHz. For ease of measurement, this reference
is called 0dB (See Figure 5).
This tilt was used in the computer program
to produce the levels of the beats for both 77
and 110 channel CW loading. When these
beats are compared to the carrier level at that
channel, the results are given in dB below carrier (dBc). The results shown in Figure 6have
been evenly scaled across the spectrum to produce aworst-case CTB of -60 dBc for 77 CW
carriers. As expected, significant CTB performance degradation occurs as more CW carriers are added.
If instead of adding more CW channels,
digital carriers are used above 550 MHz, the
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E FFECT OF D IGITAL C ARRIERS

discrete beat levels will be the same as they
were for 77 CW carriers. This is because no
new discrete beats are produced as digital carriers are added. However, intermodulation
noise will be produced. The levels of CTB and
CIN3 are shown in Figure 7for achannel
loading of 77 CW carriers from 50 MHz to
550 MHz and 33 digital carriers from 550
MHz to 750 MHz.
It is unlikely that the digital channels will

be operated at the same power as the analog
channels. Figure 7showed that the CIN3 is
very bad under these conditions. Since digital
transmission requires less carrier-to-noise to
maintain picture quality, the digital carriers
can be lowered by several dB. Figure 8shows
the output levels of asystem with digital carriers above 550 MHz. The digital carriers are 8
dB lower than the equivalent analog level.
The CTB and CIN3 for the reduced digital

Low Distortion,
No Hassle, No Lie
Fiber Optic Detectors for AM CATV

levels is shown in Figure 9. Note that the
CIN3 performance has improved significantly
from Figure 7.

Real amplifiers
Frequency dependence of distortion.
Figures 5through 9are for ahypothetical
device with aflat distortion vs. frequency
curve. In order to account for the perofrmance
of real amplifiers, several 750 MHz power
doubling amplifiers were characterized for distortion with CW carriers. These results were
tabulated so that the behavior of the amplifiers
could be determined. Since different numbers
of beats contribute to the CTB at different frequencies, the CTB results of the amplifier tests
were converted to their equivalent ITB performance. The
number of beats
at each channel
was determined
by the computer
program
described previously.
To simplify
computation,
we hypothesized that the
amplitude of
the distortion at
aparticular frequency depends
only on the frequency of the
each ITB, its
type (A±B±C, 2A±B, 3A) and the number of
beats adding at that frequency and not on the
frequency of the original carriers that mixed to
create the ITB. Furthermore, since intermodulation beats (2A±B) are 6dB smaller and
occur much less often than triple beats
(A±B±C), they are insignificant. Based on
these assumptions, the ITB performance at a
given frequency can be estimated as:
ITB =CTB -10log(# of beats) +3
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The +3 term corrects for aresponse error in
the spectrum analyzer. When the analyzer is
subjected to large numbers of carriers (or
beats) in close proximity to each other, the
detector and video filter create an error. The
correction factor of 3dB was determined by
experimentation (test results are shown in
Figure 10.) Data was taken for both 77 channel (550 MHz) and 110 channel (750 MHz)
CW loading. All amplifier output levels were
+44 dBmV flat. The measured CTB and calculated ITB are shown for both tests.
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Output power tilt for digital carriers at -8 dB
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Cascade carrier-to-noise performance prediction
55.25 MHz

Digital
level
below
analog
level

o
2
4
6
8
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The ITB curves closely
match. This supports the
hypothesis that the beat
size is not strongly influenced by the frequencies
of the carriers which
caused the beats. Notice
that the ITB is not flat
across the frequency band.
Instead, it has astrong frequency dependence,
increasing with increasing
frequency. This effect
should be factored into
CIN3 projections.
Test method. In order
to conduct testing of
mixed analog/digital systems, the device under test
was driven with acombined spectrum designed
to model analog carriers
from 50 MHz to 550 MHz
and digital carriers from
600 MHz to 750 MHz.
.Twenty-five digital carriers were simulated by
bandpass filtering the output of abroadband noise
source. In order to accurately make measurements
at the highest likely analog
carrier, 547.25 MHz, the
noise was band limited to
between 600 MHz and
750 MHz.).
The digital carriers
were 6dB below the CW
carriers, although they
appeared lower than this
on an analyzer. The power
in adigital carrier is distributed over the channel
so it's apparent power on a
spectrum analyzer display

547.25 MHz

CIN2
(dBc)

CIN3
(dBc)

Thermal
C/N

C/N
total

CIN2
(dBc)

64.8
68.7
72.4
76.0
79.4
82.6

60.0
62.2
75.3
66.4
68.4
70.5

65.2
65.2
65.2
65.2
65.2
65.2

57.9
59.8
61.4
62.5
63.4
64.0

65.2
67.2
69.2
71.2
73.2
75.2

CIN3
(dBc)

Thermal
C/N

C/N
total

56.3

68.9

55.6

59.3

68.9

58.3

62.1

68.9

60.6

64.6

68.9

62.6

66.9

68.9

64.2

69.1

68.9

65.5

is highly dependent on the resolution bandwidth setting. This is the same effect as exhibited with broadband noise. Digital carrier
power is measured with the noise power measurement facility of the analyzer and normalized to its 3dB bandwidth of 5MHz.

Projected and measured performance
The next step in determining actual system
performance is to combine the calculated beat
levels with the ITB frequency dependence. A
similar procedure is followed for the secondorder beats. In order to produce the best possible prediction of CIN, the third-order and second-order beat performance curves were
scaled to provide an exact match to the CTB
and CSO performance of the amplifier under
test. The measured thermal carrier-to-noise of
the amplifier was also used in the prediction of
total carrier-to-noise.
The predicted performance of asingle
amplifier is shown in Table I. The output level
is +47 dBmV with a10 dB tilt from 50 MHz
to 750 MHz. The total carrier-to-noise is the
sum of CIN2, CIN3 and thermal noise on a
10*log basis. The total carrier-to-noise of the
amplifier was then measured. The predicted
and measured results for 55.25 MHz are
shown in Figure 11. The results for 547.25
MHz are shown in Figure 12.
The figures show avery good correlation
between the calculated and measured results.
Crash point. Under normal behavior, CTB
is expected to get 2dB worse for every dB
increase in output level. As the amplifier is
driven into compression, the performance will
deviate from this expectation. With 77 CW
carriers, the amplifiers are operating with a
certain total load and driving arange of peakto-peak output voltages. This increases CTB
on the 77 CW carriers as the amplifier is driven further beyond its "well-behaved" range.
The crash point is defined as the point at
which CTB deviates by 1dB from the expected 2:1 behavior.
A line extender was tested with 77 channel
loading with a10 dB cable equivalent tilt
between 50 MHz and 750 MHz. The CTB distortion was measured at 547.25 MHz. The test
was then repeated with noise added between
600 MHz and 750 MHz. The noise was adjusted so the noise power in any 6MHz bandwidth was equal to the power of one of the
analog carriers. The test was then repeated
with the digital channels (noise) 6dB lower.
The test results are shown in Table 2and
Figure 13.
The crash point is seen to be +51 for the
analog-only system; +50 for the digital carriers
at -6; and between +48 and +49 for the digital
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LAUNCH SUCH A SUCCESSFUL FIELD OPERATIONS SYSTEM.

System managers often wonder where Arrowsmith obtained the

cable operators better manage their systems. It's called FLEETCON.

experience to bring such asuccessful field operations management

A comprehensive work force management system that helps reduce
operating costs, improve productivity and increw•

system to market. So successful that it's the only
system up and running that integrates an inter-

customer service, all at the same time.
FLEETCON is avery cost-effective investment.

active interface with your billing system, and a
user-friendly graphical operating environment with

Measurable benefits include more efficient routing

automatic vehicle and subscriber tracking and

of installers and technicians, reduced drive and

automated data communications to and from

radio time, and elimination of excessive paper-

field trucks.
Our success is aresult of our work with NASA,

work. And, for the first time, managers have

where we helped re-engineer space shuttle opera-

operations right at their fingertips.

access to real-time information about day-to-day
For more information about FLEETCON or

tions, and our systems integration work to support
Department of Defense launch operations.
We're now using the same knowledge to help

1,a1 time status can be ,:accisei I. ) tidung on !tons.

our system integration capabilities, pleafe call
1800 454-3554.

TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
8900 Shoal Creek Boulevard •Building 300 •Austin, Texas 78758 •512/454-3554 •1800 454-3554
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system is the best choice
to boost your bottom line.
Attractive as some telephonyover-cable solutions may look,
the clue to your best choice is
identifying the one system
capable of making the most
money for you.
With Tellabs' CABLESPAN 2300
system,
-—
you can
CABLESPAN'233D
increase
the value and potential of your
existing hybrid fiber-coax
network by offering avariety
of telephony services, from
POTS to advanced information
services, for residential and
business customers. And you
can do it more profitably.
The CABLESPAN system requires
lower initial investment. Its
modular, single-shelf design
minimizes common control
and equipment and integrates
seamlessly with your existing
CATV system.
The CABLESPAN system gives
afurther boost to your bottom
line. Built-in remote management, maintenance and test
capabilities minimize operation
and support costs and maximize
network reliability.
Aclue is fine, but you need all
the reasons why the CABLESPAN
system is your best choice.
Call 1-800-445-6501.
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spectrum analyzer. The TV receiver provides
horizontal line and field triggering functions,
which allows an operator to make non-interfering, time-synchronized tests. The analyzer
automatically locates the composite,test signal
in lines 10 to 20 of the transmitted television
signal. All video measurements are then run
automatically and numeric results displayed.
The operator has only to enter the channel
number and the desired test. (See Figure 5.)

Differential Gain test
l'he peak-to-peak amplitude of the 3.58
MHz color subcarrier determines the color saturation or intensity. The differential gain test
measures the chroma subcarrier magnitude linearity vs. the luminance power or brightness
level.
Poor differential gain affects the TV picture
with achange in color saturation as the DC
level or brightness changes. For example, as
the luminance level of the picture changes
from shade to bright sunlight, afield of grass
might change from deep green to apale,
washed out green.
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Five-Step Riser
Color Burst

12.5 T Pulse

Figure 2

even field has been painted, the beam is again
blanked and reset to the top of the screen, and
the painting of anew frame begins.
While atelevision set prepares to receive a
new field, the first 21 lines are not displayed
in the picture. During this time, which is
referred to as the vertical blanking interval, the
blanked electron beam is retraced from the
bottom to the top of the screen, and the vertical sweep generator is resynchronized. The
FCC requires that broadcasters include special
vertical interval test signals (VITS) in their
transmissions. These VITS are most often
inserted in lines 10 to 20 to allow in-service
testing of TV broadcast equipment.
The FCC Composite test signal (also called
the "Composite Radiated Signal" and intended
for use by terrestrial broadcasters) and the
NTC-7 Composite test signal (intended for
testing video facilities leased by broadcasters
from the phone companies) have the video signal components needed to perform the three
FCC video tests. The main difference between
these two test signals is the sequence in which
the video signal components are presented.
Figures 2to• 4illustrate the 5-step chroma riser
and the 12.5 Tcomposite pulse components of
each composite signal type. (See Figures 2
through 4.)
Key to in-service testing is having instrumentation that can demodulate and analyze
these composite test signals. A traditional
approach combines adown converter, a
demodulator and awaveform monitor to translate the signal from RF to IF to video.

96

SRAM E
l Hz
#9 WR 80 pc

Measurements can be taken manually on the
waveform monitor using markers and visual
interpretation. The operator may need to calculate the results manually using the displayed
measurement values.
The one-box approach uses aTV
receiver/demodulator circuit card installed in a

IF

Differential Phase test
The phase of the 3.58 MHz color subcarrier
relative to the color burst at the beginning of
each horizontal line determines the color hue.
The differential phase test measures the chroma subcarrier phase linearity vs. luminance
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One button automated measurements:
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On-channel Frequency Response
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Percent Modulation
Direct digital readout of all measurements —
no calculations or interpretations —from the only
digitally automated full function Waveform

•

Monitor/Vectorscope.
VITS mode generator, allowing testing on active

•

channels without service interruption.
Exclusive simultaneous generation of two test
signals to allow complete testing with one setup

•

and test procedure.
Easy and accurate FCC required tests with

To learn more about this exciting
revolution in cable video signal
analyzing, call Jack at
1-800-SENCORE, ext 363.
Or stop by and see us at NCTA,
booth #4107 or SCTE, booth #237.

minimum training and capital expense.
Circle Reader Service No. 60

3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Fal s, SD 57107
Phone. (605)339-0100 FAX. ,,605)339-0317

0 COUNTDOWN TO COLOR TESTS
power or brightness level.
Poor differential phase affects the color hue
as the TV picture changes between shade and
bright sunlight. For example, as the luminosity
or brightness changes, our field of grass might
appear more blue or yellow, depending on the
direction of the phase shift under the shady or
sunny conditions.
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Computing the results
The differential gain and differential phase
tests are both made on the 5-step chroma riser
present in the FCC or NTC-7 composite signals. We examine the test process using the
TV receiver/spectrum analyzer, which makes
the tests simultaneously.
The analyzer performs afast Fourier transform (FFT) on the time domain samples of the
5-step riser to find the magnitude and phase of
each step. Then, the magnitude of each step is
normalized as apercentage of the reference
magnitude of the blanking-level riser. The analyzer finds the maximum and minimum of the
normalized packet (stair step) values. It calculates percent differential gain using the formula:
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DG=Rmax-min)/(max+100)]*100
The phase of each step in the 5-step riser is
normalized to the blanking level riser reference phase. The peak-to-peak degrees is
expressed as the maximum minus the minimum of the normalized packet values:
DP =max-min
The analyzer displays the numeric results ol
these calculations for comparison to the FCC
limits: 20 percent for differential gain and 10°
for differential phase. It also provides easy
access to the information for each signal packet.
(See Figure 6.)

Chroma-luma delay Inequality
Chroma-luma delay inequality (CLDI) is a
measure of the time delay between the luminance (black and white) information and the
chroma (color) information. Poor CLDI shows
up in the picture as ahorizontal misregistration
of the color and the black and white information. It is sometimes called the
"funny paper
effect." In extreme
cases, when adark
red vertical bar is
viewed on the
white background
of atelevision
screen, the bar
appears to have
one gray vertical
edge and one
bright red vertical
edge. The dark red
color is composed
of agray luminance signal and a
red color signal. When the color is shifted by a
time delay (or advance), the misregistration is
seen at the vertical edges of the bar.
The CLDI test is agroup delay measurement performed on the 12.5 Tpulse present in
the FCC or NTC-7 composite VITS. The 12.5
Tpulse is composed of sine-squared-shaped
luminance and chrominance pulses of equal
amplitude. The sine-squared shaping of the
pulses reduces the bandwidth that is required
to accurately pass them. Thus, in the frequency
domain two identical pulses appear: the luminance component centered on the visual carrier
and the chrominance component centered on
the color subcarrier. Each pulse is 1.2 MHz
wide. The relative difference in the time-ofoccurrence between the two pulses is the chroma-luma delay inequality.
The spectrum analyzer measures the relative
time delay between the horizontal sync pulse
and the chroma and luma pulses. The TV

Broadcasters

are required to

pre-correct for
the home TV

receiver delay
by advancing
the chroma.
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receiver provides time-synchronized triggering. In this procedure, the analyzer first tunes
to the luma component and measures its center
in units of time. Then the analyzer tunes to the
chroma component and performs asimilar
measurement. Finally, it calculates the time
difference between the two pulses and displays
the result as the CLDI.
CLDI time results can be positive or negative. Positive results occur when chrominance
lags behind luminance, and negative CLDI
results when chrominance leads luminance.
Broadcasters are required to precorrect for
home TV receiver delay by advancing the
chroma 170 nanoseconds (ns). The spectrum
analyzer references its measurement result to

REF 99.99 mV
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hur Lvl
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Differential
Phase
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Number
7
12

Vis Lvl
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Differential
Gain

2
Channel

this precorrection and will give areadout of 0
ns if chroma leads luma by exactly 170 ns.
The FCC limit for CLDI is ±170 ns relative
to the precorrected

Relative measurements
Because the programming source, such as
local broadcast or satellite transmission, can
contribute to degradation of the TV signal, it is
important in FCC compliance testing to be
able to separate these contributions from that
of the cable TV headend equipment.
The contribution of devices to the total differential gain, differential phase, and CLDI can
be found using relative measurements. Relative
measurements are especially critical when the

lior
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Figure 6. Differential gain
and phase packet values.
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total measured value is close to the FCC limits.
(For channels that do not include the FCC or
NTC-7 composite test signal and which are
converted to baseband, aVITS line insertor can
be used to test the contribution of subsequent
equipment in the system. In this case, relative
measurements are not necessary because the
source doesn't contribute to the total differential
gain, differential phase, and CLDI.)
The basic procedure involves measuring the
differential gain, differential phase, or CLDI
at the input and the output of the headend. The
two results are subtracted using the steps in
the following example to find the headend
performance.
A technician using the spectrum analyzer
runs the differential gain and differential
phase measurement at the headend processor
input. After the measurement is completed, he
or she presses akey to obtain the values of the
individual packets, and records each value.
Next, the technician repeats this procedure
at the headend processor output. Then each
input packet value is subtracted from its corresponding output packet value to find the differences.
For the resulting differences of the differential gain packets, the maximum and minimum
packet values are found. (See Figure 8.)
To find the relative differential gain, the
change in differential gain is computed using
the following equation:
Relative DG=Rmax-min)/(max+100)]*100
For the example above, max= +1.4 and min= -1.5,
so:
Relative DG=
[(1.4-1.5)/(1.4+100)]*100=[2.9/101.4]*100=2.9%
This compares with the absolute measurement
of 14.8 percent.
For the differences of the differential phase
packets, the maximum and minimum values
are again found and the peak-to-peak changes
are computed by subtracting the maximum
from the minimum. (See Figure 9.)
In the example above, max =0° and min =
2.3°, so:
Relative DP=max-min=0-(-2.3)=2.3°.
This compares to the absolute measurement
of 3.8°.
For the CLDI test, the same procedure can
be followed. The technician runs the CLDI
test at the headend processor input and records
the result, then runs the test at the headend
output and records the result. The input result
is subtracted from the output result to yield
the difference:
result at output
110 ns
minus result at input
difference

100

As these examples
demonstrate, using relative
'dine at
measurements to detemine
output
the headend contribution to
minus value
the video test results is an
at input
easy procedure.
difference
It is important to determine the effect of the
measuring instrument on
MIP ere g
the final results. The
value at
spectrum analyzer specigo utput
fies differential gain and
nninus value
differential phase as maxat input
imum values using 50
difference
averages over the 0° to
55° C operating temperature range. One-hundred percent of the analyzers meet this specification. The typical values
using 50 averages are for room temperature
operation. Measurement-to-measurement
repeatability is afunction of random noise and
therefore can be minimized with more averaging.
Increasing the number of averages from 50
to 200 improves measurement repeatability.
Relative measurements normalize much of the
measurement equipment error, leaving us to
consider the measurement repeatability.
Because measurement repeatability is the
applicable characteristic for relative measurements, better measurement accuracy is
achieved. (See Figure 7.)
For our example, the improved accuracy of
relative measurements can be shown. Since
we made two measurements, the repeatability
for one measurement is doubled for aworstcase situation.
Then, for 50 averages, our example results
can be given an accuracy tolerance for differential gain of 2.9 ±4percent; for differential
phase of 2.3 ±2°; and for CLDI of 50 ns ±40
ns. These values are all well within the FCC
regulations, even though the initial measurement of differential gain was 14.8 percent.
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Conclusions
Cable television system operators have several ways of meeting the 1995 FCC requirement to measure differential gain, differential
phase, and chrominance to luminance delay
inequality. Software-driven instruments greatly reduce the time required to make these tests
and maximize the accuracy of the results; relative measurement techniques more accurately
show headend equipment contribution. This
solution also minimizes the cost of new capital
equipment and specialized training. clap
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The Alpha/Johnson Controls team
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• Proven Reliability

the CableUPS® XP Series power supply

Reliable power reduces maintenance
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For more information, call:
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Alpha Technologies
3767 Alpha Way
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Alpha XP Series power supply
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Gel Cel battery.
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Tellabs' advanced
telephony products key
greater profitability for
new cable services.
Advanced products, ani ahistory
of developing respons ve,
long-term relationships with
customers make Tellabs a
compelling choice to work
closely with you to unlock the
exciting and highly profitable
future of your network.
Start with the CABLESPANTM
2300 telephony-over-cable
transport
system.
CABLESPAN -233D
It offers
lower start-up costs, high
reliability and seamless
compatibility with your existing
CATV system.
Add the TITAN® 5500S SONETbased digital cross-connect, the
member of the highly acclaimed
and successful TITAN family
that is ideal for cable networks,
and the next-generation
ALTATm family of irril switches.
This combination of products
provides apowerful transport
and access soluticn.
Come to know us as others do
for our quality and customer
service. Please call us at
1-800-445-6501 to arrange a
get-acquainted glimpse of
Tellabs and our key to your
future network.
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SuperComm
focuses on video
=m ,
systems
Cab le TV

By Roger Brown and Leslie Ellis

T
elephone equipment manufacturers and

operating company executives met in New
Orleans last month at SuperConun '94, where
they were greeted with adizzying array of
new products and enhancements. But the real
theme of the show appeared to be based on
advancements in ATM (asynchronous transfer
mode) and afocus on understanding hybrid
fiber/coax (HFC) architectures.
(HFC is telco parlance for the FTF or FSA

architecture that has been embraced by the
cable television industry, with the addition of
telephony services over the same plant.)
Along with the traditional telecommunications vendors, several mainstay cable equipment companies made their debut at
SuperComm, which attracted nearly 500
exhibitors overall. Among those exhibiting for
the first time: General Instrument, Zenith
Electronics, Power Guard, Alpha
Technologies, Scientific-Atlanta, Antec and
Trilogy. C-COR Electronics, aveteran of past

SuperComm shows, was also in attendance.

ATM demonstrated
In ademonstration reminiscent of the
CableNET '93 display at last December's
Western Cable Show, the ATM Forum organized alink between vendors displaying products at SuperComm with others located in Las
Vegas at NetWorld+Interop, which was running simultaneously.
At SuperComm, Newbridge Networks,
GTE, General Datacomm and Fore Systems
all provided switches which were linked to a
Sprint DS-3 ATM link with vendors in Vegas.
Hanging off those switches were several vendors who were there to tout primarily the data
applications made possible by ATM's highspeed packet switching.
Among the vendors participating at
SuperComm were: Fujitsu, DSC
Communications, Northern Telecom, HewlettPackard, AT&T, IBM, Digital Equipment
Corp., Siemens Stromberg-Carlson and Sun
Microsystems.
Some of those companies, along with others including Alcatel, Ericcson, BroadBand

FLIGHT TRAC
IN C

Airborne Signal Metering

See us at the
SCTE Cable-Tec Expo
Booth # 712

Now with the accuracy of GPS...
...combined with our detailed street maps,
GPS satellite positioning delivers unmatched accuracy in
locating Signal Leakage from the air...

Plus we feature:

GIS Compatable Test Results
Dual Channel Noise Tracking
Accurate Traceable Calibration

FLIGHT TRAC
INC

...the most features, the most experience

Call or Write Today for aFree Brochure
10108 32nd Ave. W. Suite 2-B
Phone: (206) 290-9800
Everett, WA 98204
Fax: (206) 290-9338
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Antec's new distributed file server architecture
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server
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Cable
company
server
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node system
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IProgram
provider
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Headend
.server

Programs and information
Control and subscriber data

Composolite ,
'
,Splice Boxes and Covers:
•are lightweight.
•reduce installation time.
•can be punched out on the job site.
•have skid-resistant covers that add safety to
your completed jobs.
Contact your local Quazite®
nUaZite .
Composolite® distributor for
more information.

Self-Locking
Broadband Enclosures

THE BIG DIFFERENCE

See them at:

POLYMER CONCRETE

SCTE/CABLE TECH EXPO
Booth 371

NO GROUNDING REQUIRED
For the Box and Cover

c

CHAN NELL
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Technologies, Tellabs and NEC, also highlighted ATM capabilities within their own
booths, with aparticular emphasis on videoon-demand capabilities.
Most of the companies mentioned above
offered up new switches, network managers,
test devices and other hardware designed to
speed the deployment of ATM technology.
ATM is widely considered to be the leading
protocol for delivery of high-speed data and
video across networks and wide areas.
Cable engineers attending the conference
must have felt vindicated that the network
designs they have been implementing for the
past two or three years were on display in several booths, including Raynet, ADC
Telecommunications, DSC and others.
Raynet, which for years has offered telcos a
fiber-to-the-curb video solution, unveiled its
scalable HFC architecture for the local loop
that allows telcos to migrate to abroadband
network that supports video on demand, interactive games and data services, among others.
In the Raynet scheme, telephone signals are
routed through anarrowband (voice) host digital terminal (HDT) to abroadband HDT, where

the voice signals are mixed with video. They
are then transported over fiber optics to a
broadband optical network unit, which converts
the lightwave signals to electrical. From there,
the signals are transported via coaxial cable to
asubscriber network unit, which segregates the
video and telephony signals, and to multitaps,
which split the video to individual homes.

Antec goes Digital
Antec, one of the first-timers at
SuperComm, used the venue to make several
technology announcements, including the creation of anew division, Digital Video, which
will seek ways to build amigration path from
analog to digital video distribution. Early
applications will include advertising insertion,
near video on demand (NVOD) and video on
demand (VOD).
The first manifestation of that migration
path is avideo file server-based architecture,
where digital video file servers are layered in
the network starting at the regional headend
and working backward as far as the program
origination point.
Four file servers currently embody the

Antec distributed server concept: the DV-20
headend server; which holds up to 100 hours
of MPEG programming and resides in the
cable TV headend; the DV-100 program server, which resides at aregional headend or corporate MS0 office; the DV-1000 master server, which sits at the program provisioning
point, and the DV-300 commercial insertion
server, which stores up to 12,000 30-second
MPEG-1 encoded commercials.
The DV-20 can internally store up to 100
hours of video programming itself and is configured to handle up to 1,000 consumers. A
150 Mbps ATM interface allows the DV-20 to
communicate real-time with the DV-1000
master server.
Deals weren't finalized at the show, however, Digital Video President Tom Engdahl said
the company is working with Silicon Graphics
Inc. and Standard Communications to develop
the first application for the server-based architecture: acommercial insertion system.
Although aworking model wasn't shown in
New Orleans, Engdahl said ANTEC is also
working on avideo gateway, intended to transport video server images on and off existing

RMS Electronics adds 1GHz in-house splitters and directional
couplers to their "full spectrum" of CATV equipment. These new
products will extend the bandwidth of cable systems, making
more channels available to the consumer.
Build your system for the future, with high quality
and reliability from RMS Electronics.

41-51 Hartz Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094

RMS

(201) 601-9191
(800) 223-8312
FAX: (201) 601-0011

ELECTRONICS, INC.
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(BIG) product line, which collects, converts
and delivers avariety of MPEG-packet-based
video, associated audio and data communication signals. It's BIG product line serves as an
interface between data network formats, such
as SONET, ATM switches, MPEG transport
layer video servers, cable satellite distribution
networks and other local area networks.
"With digital video compression, we'll now
see headends connected to SONET rings and
other highly sophisticated configurations," said
Steve Havey, VP and GM of analog and digital headend products for S-A. "We need away
to interconnect those signals, into the network
and into the home. That's why we developed
the broadband integrated gateway."
During-a press conference at SuperComm,
Havey explained the broadband integrated
gateway as asystem that "provides atranslation and interconnect function, that allows digital video to be mixed at acable headend and
delivered in analog or digital formats to homes
and businesses."
The S-A BIG accepts MPEG data packets
and formats them into multiple interfaces,
including DS-1, DS-3, FDDI, OC-1 and OC-2.

cable or telephone networks. The gateway line
of product, which is still under development,
collects and processes analog and digital video
inputs, then hands the signals off to the distribution plant for carriage to analog or digital settops, Engdahl said.
Standard Communications will develop
NTSC/MPEG modulators for the commercial
insertion portion of that gateway and network,
pending finalization of its agreement with
Antec, said Clayton Dore, director of sales and
marketing for Standard.
"The idea is to deploy aseries of affordable
video servers, to intelligently insert commercials
or programs into the existing cable TV or public
switched telephone network," said Engdahl, who
noted that cable operators currently tap just $3.8
billion of the $40 billion national spot advertising market. "With this architecture, operators
can literally customize their advertising markets
based on demographics and locations, down to
the smallest node sizes."

S-A announces BIG news
Scientific-Atlanta also used SuperComm to
introduce its Broadband Integrated Gateway

1GHz

from

Further, it allows for add/drop capability
between multiple data inputs. "For example,"
said Havey, "individual video channels for
multiple inputs could be combined into asingle data stream."
In atraditional cable satellite delivery system, the add/drop feature means operators
receiving multiple programming feeds (i.e., an
Eastern and Western feed) can drop the duplicated feed and use that space for other services.
In atelephony environment, the BIG offers
advantages such as multiplexing of several
compressed videos onto aDS-3, which could
then be handed off to any provider of DS-3
service, such as alocal telephone company,
long distance provider or private carrier. The
BIG system would then be used on the receive
end of the network to convert the DS-3 transmission back to baseband data outputs for
decoding, to store onto alocal file server or to
modulate onto abroadband delivery network.
The gateways will sell for $10,000 to
$25,000, Havey said, and will be available in
the third quarter of this year.
Meanwhile, C-COR Electronics introduced
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anew, 10-bit digital video encoder/decoder to
its family of Comlux digital fiber optics products. The new product was touted as amethod
for telephone companies to offer broadcast
television services.
The uncompressed video codec provides
signals that exceed the RS250C short-haul
specs, and accepts either scrambled or
unscrambled signals. Video bandwidth of 8
MHz allows PAL and MAC signal formats to
be transmitted, as well as signal formats with
audio subcarriers located above video carriers.
Baseband audio can also be accommodated via
acompanion audio codec.
First Pacific Networks unveiled the first in a
series of voice interface units (VIUs) for its
FPN 1000 integrated cable/telephone system.
The first VIU was designed to be located
inside the home or business, and includes an
option for 4-hour battery backup. VIUs,
explain FPN officials, are microprocessorbased devices that serve as the intelligent connection between asubscriber's telephone and
the coaxial cable drop.
"There is no one-size-fits-all solution for
network operators who are integrating tele-

phone service into their cable television
plants," says Verne Anderson, VP of marketing for FPN. "This new family of VIUs will
provide operators with avariety of options." A
multiple line version of the internal VIU will
be available next year. Other modules will
likely include off-premise devices powered
from the cable television network.
FPN has also announced an enhancement to
its FPN 1000 cable telephony product series,
originally designed to provide network operators with telephone service delivery over
hybrid fiber/coaxial networks. The system
includes three microprocessor-based pieces of
equipment: asubscriber device to connect telephones, fax machines and computer modems in
the home or small business to the hybrid
fiber/coax network; acentral office or headendbased device to connect the hybrid fiber/coax
network to the public switched telephone network; and acomputer workstation, to provide
network management for the system.
The enhancements to the system include
increased call capacity to more than 850 subscribers in asingle, 6MHz upstream/downstream channel pair. The use of two channel

pairs expands service levels to more than
1,900 residential customers, say FPN officials.
Also, the system is now supported by a
reduced size, all-digital trunk interface unit
which serves as the intelligent connection to
the public switched telephone network for connections of up to 20 T-1 or E-1 circuits.
Further, FPN has added its NMS1000 Unixbased network management system, which
allows large scale implementation of customer,
business or network operations support systems.
The NMS-1000 employs agraphical user interface and communicates with up to 64 trunk
interface units over and Ethernet network.

Digital Sound news
Also at SuperComm, Digital Sound
announced availability of its InfoMail Express,
avoice, fax and test mailbox server designed
for individuals who rely primarily on public
communications networks. InfoMail Express
enables telephone service providers and PC
hardware and software vendors to offer
enhanced voice/fax messaging services to
mobile professionals, telecommuters and businesses/home offices. CIED

Full OTDR analysis
for the price of a
Fault Locator?
Finally there's an instrument that lets you have it
both ways —our fast, portable OFL-100 offers both
fault location and full OTDR analysis for the price
of afault locator. That's like getting an OTDR for
free.
Our new OFL-100 does as much or as little
as you want it to. Check and measure singlemode
and multimode loss at 850 or 1310nm. Store the
trace internally or capture it on anotebook or
laptop computer and get full OTDR analysis. The
OFL 100 is perfect for LAN, FTTC, or long
distance networks.
Don't let the small size and ease of operation
fool you. The OFL-100 is packed with features,
including full page hardcopy laser output, trace
overlay, two point splice loss measurements,

vertical and horizontal trace expansion, and automatic
event recording. All this at just aquarter of the price of a
traditional OTDR.
Now that's agood deal no matter how you analyze it.
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On TODAY'S
super information highway, one
power surge can put you in aditch.

MADE IN U.S.A.
VOLTAGE CONTROL SYSTEMS -CHARLOTTE, NC

Two of the best names in the
business, Voltage Control
Systems and ANTEC, have
joined forces to provide a
product that can stop the
unnecessary damages that
occur when power surges
affect your system. Specifically
designed for fiber and analog hub
sites, the Utili-GARD® UG 30 is
leading the way in surge protection

Voltage Control
B ow Systems
CORD Power Protection Products
4600 Park Rd., Suite 300 /Charlotte, NC 28209
l-800-693-7270 /(704) 523-7270
Fax (704) 527-3222

and outage reduction in MSO
systems nationwide.
Keep damaged electronics and
disrupted transmission signals
off your mind, so you can keep
your eyes on the road.
For more information, contact
your Voltage Control Systems
representative or your local
Antec Sales representative.

ANITEC
Atlanta, Georgia (404) 840-7901
Chicago, Illinois (708) 350-7788
Dallas, Texas (214) 717-4933
Denver, Colorado (303) 740-8949
Iron Mountain, Michigan (906) 774-4111
Santa Ana, California (714) 757-1630
Seattle, Washington (206) 838-9552
Wharton, New Jersey (201) 328-0980
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PROTECT YOUR
SOUND INVESTMENT
PROTECT YOURSELF FROM CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS
AUDIO LEVELS •STEREO SEPARATION •STEREO PHASE •SAP
Your customer satisfaction
is important, and more of your
customers are installing high-end
stereo TV and Home Theater
Surround Sound Systems.That's
why Leaming Industries offers a
full line of high quality BTSC
stereo equipment:
•TSD -Television Stereo
Decoder, for monitoring and
maintaining BTSC stereo and
SAP. When connected to
speakers or headphones, you
can listen and visually monitor
audio levels and separation using
the TSD's meters. Hooking a
scope to the TSD gives acomprehensive view of your audio
signal. Setting the baseband

deviation on the TV modulator can
be done using the TSD.
•MTS-2B -Stereo generator
with AGC, dual inputs and
frequency response flat to 15 kHz.
Represents the top of the line.
•MTS-2C -AGC, dual inputs
and frequency response
to 14 kHz.
•MTS-4 -Dual inputs, 14 kHz
frequency response, compact
design, 3units per 13/
1
"rack
space.
•SE-1 -14 kHz response and
3units per rack space, most economical stereo generator.
•SAP-1/SAP-2 -Second
Audio Program generator.

•AGC432 -Automatic Gain
Control protects from over/under
modulation.
It takes the right equipment to
offer quality audio. With our
excellent performance and
unmatched features, Learning is
your Sound Investment. Call or
write today for information on our
full line of audio equipment.

LEAMING INDUSTRIES
15339 Barranca Parkway. Irvine. CA 92718
(800) 4 -LEAMING
(714) 727-4144 •FAX (714) 727-3650
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1994 C ABLE- TEC EXPO BOOTH G UIDE

Cable-Tec Expo,
St. Lou
An,
is..,1.99/6

The following companies will be exhibiting at
Cable-Tec Expo 1994® at the following booth
numbers:

ABC Cable Products, Inc

650

ACT Communications Inc

630

/MI».
..•••••••111MIL

AT&T
AT&T
Phone

857
303/290-2170

AT&T is aworld-class provider of networking systems and services. We are committed to providing
the highest quality end-to-end solutions to our customers for delivery of advanced interactive and
visual communications. At Cable-Tee Expo, we'll
highlight our MPEC-2 digital compression program
delivery system, PC decoder board, and advanced
switching technologies.
Advanced Custom Applications

701

amain

1111/31133

is

501

MEMEL
04

Alcatel

715

Alpha Technologies

431, 433, 435

America's Network

748

American Allsafe Company

754

10

14

ra

823

815

lounge

401

ATS is an integrations innovator within the
telco/cable industries, providing operators with customized solutions to meet their rapidly changing
environment. ATS offers FSMSTm, the premier
field service management system that provides a
complete end-to-end workforce management tool.
FSMSTm incorporates global positioning, computer
aided dispatching, geographic information and
mobile data terminals into one seamless tool that
works in concert with your existing critical support
operations. It is one of the many solutions designed
to help maintain acompetitive advantage in today's
converging marketplace.
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Training
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783
908/538-1700

249

American Powr Conversion

507

Ando Corporation

635

ANTE

799,881,889,893,899

708/439-4444
ANTEC is an international technology integration
company specializing in the design, engineering,
manufacturing, materials management and distribution of products for fiber and coaxial broadband
networks. Through the development of the Cable
Integrated Services Network (CISN), ANTEC
established amigration path for cable television
systems to upgrade to interconnected networks and
the PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network)
using the SONET (Synchronous Optical Returns)
platform. CISN offers cable operators arevenuedriven building approach that requires new capital
investment only where the market can support new
services. At the SCTE, ANTEC will feature a"walk
through the network" with displays for avariety of
key broadband products and services including the
SONET-compatible DVC Digital Video Codee; the
Laser Link family of distributed feedback laser
transmitters; the fully redundant, bi-directionalcapable Gateway Optical Receiver; the Cable Loop
Carrier 500 residential telephony system; the
Integrated Drop System that brings high integrity to
subscriber drops; the Regal line of 1GHz subscriber taps, house and line passives, as well as
Materials Management programs and Broadband
Technical Training programs.
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Antenna Technology Corp

610

Applied Instruments, Inc.

414

Arcom/Northern CATV

545-543

Arnco Corp.

524, 526

Arrowsmith Technologies, Inc.

407

Associated Plastics, Inc.

710

Audio Rider

366

Augat Communications Division

477

Aurora Instruments, Inc

504

Authorized Parts Co

Special tools made to order. Products are sold
through major distributors. Call or write for information.

Blonder-Tongue Laboratories

446, 448

Brooks Telecommunications

615, 617

Brown Mfg./Trenchmaster

722

C-COR Electronics, Inc.

169

C-Pro Inc

612

C.I.S.

527

416

Ayo International

357

q
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BEN HUGHES COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS CO

BenHughes/CablePrep
531-533
Phone
800/394-4046
Manufacturer of Cable Prep tools. Product line
includes hex crimp tools for CATV, MATV, STV
and standard RF connector applications; coring and
stripping/coring tools for all major cables (Times
Fiber, Comm/Scope and Quantum Reach); the CPT
series tools for stripping 59, 6, II and 7series
cables; EZ Squeeze tools for Raychem connectors;
ratchet handles for all coring and stripping/coring
tools; jacket stripper tools, accessory tool items.
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MICRŒBEAM®

667

Channell Commercial Corp.

415, 417

CALAN, Inc.

452, 454,456
736, 738

CK Power Prods. Corp

r,) cable prep®

MehannelMaster®

Cable Business Assoc. Inc

CADCO, Inc.

720

608

Belden Wire and Cable Co.
771,773
Phone
808/235-3362
Belden is an ISO 9000 provider of coaxial drop
cable and fiber optic trunk cable including Duobond
PlusTM drop cable and loose tube fiber optic cable in
armored and all dielectric versions from 4to 240
fibers. Belden also offers headend cables, plenum
rated products, and avariety of cables for networking applications.

649

777

447,449

343, 345

Baylin Publications

Carlon, A Lamson & Sessions

Cable AML

CABLETEK Wiring Prods

CED Magazine
BUDCO

764

Channel Master
665
Phone
919/934-9711
Channel Master Microwave Systems: Stop by Booth
#665 at the Cable-Tec Expo '94 and meet with our
MICRO-BEAM® Application Engineers. Channel
Master manufactures point-to-point CARS-Band
Microwave Systems. We offer complete equipment
and service packages from 1watt to 50 watt highperformance broadband microwave transmitters;
450 MHz and 550 MHz receivers and repeaters.
MICRO-BEAM is fully weatherized for tower
mounting and carries a2-year limited warranty*
(parts and labor included). All units are rigorously
tested and computer-monitored for 1,000 hours
prior to shipping. Equipment and parts are in-stock
and ready for delivery. Technical and warranty service is available 24 hours, 7days at no additional
charge. *(Within the 48 contiguous United States
only) For MICRO-BEAM Sales, contact: Glenn
Martin at 919/934-9711 or FAX 919/989-2200.

553-555

Avantron Technologies

Canusa-EMI

CT Publications

724, 726

Cabel-Con, Inc., USA

631, 633

371

Cable Constructors, Inc.

759, 761

Cable Converter Service

364

Cleveland Inst. of Electronics

Cable Innovations, Inc.

383

Coast CATV Supply Inc

Cable Leakage Technologies

535

Com-Tek

351

Cable Link, Inc.

342

ComSonics, Inc

593

Cable Ready Inc

544

Cable Security Systems

870, 872

Cable Service Technologies

411, 413

The Cable Shoppe

453, 455

Cable Spinning Equipment Co.

457

Cable Systems Survey

725

Cable TV Supply Co.

514, 516

Cable Technologies Intl
CableCad Development Corp

583
657, 659

Cadix Inc

197

Can-Am Services

420

CED :C OMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & D ESIGN

Channelmatic, Inc

611, 613
654
714, 716

CommScope
e General Instrument
CommScope Inc
499
Phone
800/982-1708
CommScope is the leading manufacturer of quality
coaxial and fiber optic cables for telecommunications and other digital applications. With ahistory
that dates back to 1953, CommScope has established astrong reputation for quality products, service and as aworld leader in cable manufacturing
innovation, foam extrusion and other process technologies, many of which are patented. Products
include: DigiCable@ Optical Reach® fiber optic
cable; Extended Reach® high bandwidth (1GHz)
coaxial cables featuring Quantum Reach®,
Parameter Ill® and afull line of drop cables.
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542

CommSpec

Diamond Comm Products

Commercial Electronics, Inc.

559, 561

Digitrace, Inc.

Commercial Van Interiors, Inc.

404, 406

Dumbauld & Associates
Dynamote Corp

COMMONWEALTH COMMUNICATIONS, INC

Commonwealth Communications
608A
Phone
80W258-9501
Stop by booth #608A to discuss your CATV project
management requirements with Commonwealth
Communications Inc., aquality provider of complete in-house turnkey, CATV project management.
Our high quality services include: strand mapping
and/or as-built surveys, audits, system design, field
engineering, Auto-CAD/Lode CAD drafting. Also
aerial and underground construction, and complete
systems engineering for both coaxial and fiber optic
plant for CATV system rebuilds, upgrades, and
newbuilds. Our experience includes coaxial and
fiber optic cable, distance learning, telephone and
LAN networks. We are staffed with 250 personnel,
including over 60 full-time engineers, making our
level of expertise and experience unsurpassed in the
CATV industry.
TM

E

F:E

E

Contech

358, 360

Converter Parts Inc

359, 361

Coming Inc.

283

646
733, 735

259, 261

Eagle Comtronics, Inc

436, 438

Earthvision Systems Ltd.

Independent Technologies

517

e

Insulation Systems

um

868

INTEGRAL

NETWORK SYSTEMS

FM Systems Inc

653

Integral
371
Phone
800/527-2168
Cablecon® cable-in-conduit systems by Integral is
miles ahead of the competition providing cable protection and flexibility for cable installation around
the world. The difference is convenience and quality. Come by and see us at booth #371 for more
information on how Integral can support your cablein-conduit requirements or call us at 1-800-5272168.

Fiber Instruments Sales, Inc.

525

Integrated Network Services

846

Interactive Infrared

616

Electroline Equipment

637, 639

Enghouse Systems Ltd

255, 257

Ericsson Network/Amherst Intl

844

FCC

Fiber Optic Network Solutions

505A

Flight Trac

712

GMP

344

Gemini Innovations

627

Ipitek

511, 513

("cc\ JACKMOON U.S.A INC.

858, 860

General Instrument

393, 493, 489

Gilbert Engineering

277

Gould Inc., Fiber Optics Div.

638

Hall's Safety Equipment Corp.

471

Harmonic Lightwaves

683

%DIE

D.Co

349

Db-tronics

267

DH Satellite

626

DX Communications Inc.

677

Hewlett-Packard Co

Dawn Satellite, Inc.

749

Hughes AML

836, 838

520, 522

557

Hennessy Products Inc.
642
Phone
800/950-7146
Stop by booth #642 to see Hennessy's latest design
of aluminum and stainless outdoor enclosures ideal
for hubsites, mini headends, cell sites and other
fiber equipment requiring protection from the environment and vandals. Custom Bellcore designs
available.

Crown Divisions

ISC-Data-Com, Inc

614

Dynatech Cable Products Group

General Cable Co
ConTec
465,467,469
Phone
518/382-8000
CONTEC repairs cable TV converters, headend
equipment, line gear, test equipment and standby
power supplies in its network of strategically located regional service centers. CONTEC is an authorized TV/COM service center. It qualifies as aservice center for all makes and models including
Jerrold, Zenith, S-A, Panasonic, Hamlin, etc. CONTEC also manufactures the most complete line of
replacement remote control units and distributes
satellite receiving equipment, CATV products, remanufactured converters and CATV components.

537-539

Jackmoon USA
658
Phone
818/854-1670
Jackmoon USA will be exhibiting conduit and
innerduct sealing systems that protect plant investments from the problems of: water and corrosive
chemicals, fire, smoke, noxious gases, rodents, ice,
mud and debris. Your equipment and personnel are
protected when the flow of liquids and gases is
eliminated. Reusable Jackmoon duct plugs provide
safety and peace of mind for thousands of CATV
and Telecommunications employees worldwide.
TCI, Time Warner, Bell and GTE approved...sold
internationally, through distributors.
Jerry Conn Assoc., Inc

829

John Weeks Enterprises

389

Just Drop

752

Kennedy Cable Const. Inc.

421,423

eiffPbah,«

175
425, 427
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Keptel, Inc
Phone
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621,623
908/389-8800
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1994 C ABLE- TEC EXPO BOOTH G UIDE

Tektronix

Í

relevision Systems

Tektronix Inc
821
Phone
800/TEK-WIDE ext. TV
I
ektronix introduces the SignalScout: the most
accurate and reliable signal level meter in the world.
It has accuracy to +1- 1dB across abroad temperature range and results are repeatable between instruments. With its 3year warranty and $2,250 price,
the SignalScout establishes anew level of value for
signal level meters.
Telecommunications Techniques
Telecrafter Products
Telect

402
661
634, 636

Tellabs

187

Texscan

399

Thomas & Betts

624

Thor Enterprises

648

and innovation. Times Fiber Communications is
proud to be apart of bringing information and
entertainment into the homes of your customers in
the United States and in over 30 countries around
the world. Times Fiber Communications...where
technology meets the bottom line. Stop by our
booth #293 at the Cable-Tee Expo.

Videotek Inc.

Toner Cable Equipment, Inc

365

Voltex Batteries Inc

510

Trilithie. Inc

483

Walker & Associates, Inc.

625

Wavetek

565

Weather Star, The

606

tie

Time Manufacturing Company
847
Phone
817f778-0900
Manufacturers of Versalift Aerial lifts, telescopic
and elbow types, trunk or van-mounted, with working heights up to 65 feet. Sold internationally,
through distributors.

11111111IMI

11Fc

Times Fiber Communications, Inc.
Division of Amphenol Corporation

Triple Crown Electronics
669-671
Phone
416/629-1111
Triple Crown manufactures the Titan Series
trunk/bridger amplifiers, accepting AM fiber receiver modules, as well as areverse AM fiber transmitter option, Minex Series indoor/Outdoor distribution
amplifiers, LA Series dual hybrid line extenders and
subscriber drop amplifiers. All are available in a
wide range of gains and bandwidths, in all international powering formats. Hotel and hospital payper-view systems, with interactive services.
Complete pre-packaged headend systems, or individual satellite receivers, modulators and processors
are also available for most international TV standards. Our products provide flexible, reliable and
affordable solutions to your needs.
Tulsat

Times Fiber Communications
293
Phone
800/677-CAN
lines Fiber Communications, the only coaxial
cable supplier standardized on 1GHz bandwidth for
trunk, feeder and drop cables, featuring TIO semiflex, TX 10 low-loss and TIO drop cables with
lifeTime, is committed to: quality, service and technology. With over 40 years of experience, we continue to lead the industry in product advancement

118

450

Vikimatic Sales, Inc

742

Voltage Control Systems

753, 755

352-354

U.S. Cable Inc

445

U.S. Electronics

571

U.S. TEC

410

Universal Electronics

269, 271

Video Data Systems. Inc.

C ED : C OMMUNICATIONS

UV WEGENER
C COMMUNICATIONS

Wegener Communications
337,339
Phone
404/623-0096
egener Communications will be displaying
addressable video receivers for regional programming networks, Videocypher II RS single rack unit
descramblers, and addressable graphics display system.
Westec Communications

ELECTRONICS

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Viewsonics, Inc

COMMUNI CATI O NSIN C.
Trilogy Communications, Inc.
699
Phone
800/874-5649
Manufacturer of exceptionally high quality, low
loss, MC2 air dielectric trunk and feeder cables,
ideal for fiber-rich architectures. Also offering afull
line of quality drop cables including UL listed and
corrosion protected. For broadband communication
applications, Trilogy offers air-dielectric radiating
and 50 ohm cables.

TRIPLE CROWN

TIME

737, 739

ENGINEERING & DESIGN

632

549, 551

White Mountain Cable Const.

730

Women in Cable

856

Work Area Protection Corp

743

Zenith Electronics Coro
689,789,589
Phone
708/391-8000
Zenith provides products for delivery of analog and
digital communication in the home and office. A
complete line of interactive decoders and LAN
products is available for the cable, wireless cable,
telephone and computer industries. Zenith's I6VSB
modulation, chosen as the U.S. standard for delivery
of HDTV, also provides the answer for cost effective, superior digital compression. In addition to
offering on-screen displays and program guides in
the Multimedia set-tops, Zenith offers the first
addressable TV, with StarSight Telecast's electronic
program guide service. LAN products include
Zenith's HomeWorks, an in-home gateway that provides high-speed, on-line services over cable.
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PRODUCT/SERVICES
CED Product/Services Update offers the latest
equipment and services available.
Many of these are featured at
Cable-Tec Expo® '94,

Circle Reader Service No. 100

Dog-Gone Simple
Are your subscribers itching for auniversal remote that is simp;e to use?
The new P.m.mte from ABC Cable Products, Inc. is the answer.
The

En2Mote

Secure Your Enclosures
lirtiklUDCO SEALS

features:

Functions that match CATV remotes
Control of nverter, TV, and DMX/DCR
Programmcble channel keys
Indicator LED
v
e• Toll free support number

The Pn2Afde will make
them howl with my.
Please call
to order today.

Visit us at the
Cable-Toe Expo '94,
Booth #650

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR A FULL UNE CATALOG

CALL 1-800-331-2246

S311:10SS300V

2 IN 1 UNIVERSAL REMOTES

Each update features areader service number.
Additional information is available FREE by simply
completing the reader service card located
between pages 98 & 99. Make the most of this
special service by making your request NOW!

0General Instrument

Are Pleased to Announce:

Jerry Conn Associates is now
aStocking Distributor of
(10 General Instrument
The 1994
Budco
Catalog is
packed with
more products than
ever from fine names
like Tyton, Klein
Tools, Cable Pro,
Lemco Tools, Cable
Prep, Cable Tek,

Budco,
and
more.
We'll ship
your
catalog
—and all your orders
—within 48 hours.
Call for your free copy
today.

Budco

The TapMd. Company.
Setting The bulushy Standard in Drop Marhers.

1-800-331-2246 Ask For Dept. 43024 Fax: 1-918-252-1997
P.O. BOX 3065 TULSA, OK 74101

TAPS
PASSIVES
LINE EXTENDERS
MINI-BRIDGERS
ACCESSORIES
MUCH MORE
IN 99 4

Jer Conn Associates, Inc.
P.O. Box 444,

Cha mbersburg,

PHONE: 800-233-7600

PA 17201-0414

FAX: (717) 263-1547

See us at Cable-Tec Expo®, Booth #343, 345

"See Us At
Cable.. Tee
Expo
Booth 829"

LL ON eopues Jape% al

DISTRIBUTORS/SUPPLIERS/REPS
Circle Reader Service No. 110

Jerry Conn Associates, Inc.

DISTRIBUTORS/SUPPLIERS/REPS

Call For Your
Free Copy.

New Product!

•True pocket size—only 4" long
•LED splitter indicator
& loud tone signal
•Complete with small
12 volt battery

Circle Reader Service No. 112

--" Phbe*nfe,*--8562)''1 "
--

Phone (602) 581-0331

•COMPLETE WITH POCKET CLIP

122

Big

'1'77
3
/
3;W:117e
- in
—cia

New drop repair kits from White Sands.
These kits are for repairs of aerial and underground sbscriber drops. These kits eliminate
the need to replace acut drop. This will save
time and money by allowing the drop to be
repaired by the first installer on the site.

Each kit contains the following:
•2 Certi-Seal Enclosures (pictured above)
•2 F-81 barrels
•124" RG6 flooded underground jumper
See us at Cable-Tec Expo®, Booth #187
New York Office: 800-628-8281 •Florida Office: 800-336-2044

tCaII 800-JUMPERS for more informatior

CEO :C OMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & D ESIGN
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DROP MATERIAL

See us at Cable-Tec Expo®, Booth #829

Res e

AUDIO & VIDEO
Emergency Broadcast System
IF
o
Output

AV-EBS

Power On

S31:111S013N3

EMERGENCY ALERT SYSTEMS

e4, 1

Communications Enclosures:

THE NEXT
GENERATION

CD

Features
*Emergency Audio
and Video on any
channel.
*Allows Emergency
Broadcast on local
Network channels to remain
uneffected.
*Compatible with all Modulators and
Processors with IF loops.
*Order in 8channel increments.
*Package also includes Character Generator, and
DTMF activation with access code.

MEGAH

ATLANTA
800-962-5966
404-368-8928 FAX

ODIAJOS

MEGA HERTZ

ST. LOUIS
800-821-6800
314-429-2401 FAX

See us at
Cable-Tec
Expo®,
Booths 820,
822, 721

ePeIRMI
DALLAS
800-628-0088
817-354-8445 FAX

91. L'ON

Circle Reader Service No.

MEGAHERTZ

DENVER
800-525-8386
303-779-1749 FAX

Japeeld alp
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Available From

HENNESSY PRODUCTS 910 Progress Road, D.O. Box 509, Chambersburg, PA 17201
Phone (717) 264-7146 •FAX (717) 264-1634

Slam Lock It!

An improperly locked cover on CATV pedestals,
amplifier enclosures, or apartment boxes is an open
invitation to tampering. Reliance Comm/Tec's Slam
Lock .'‘' enclosures prevent this problem.
Slam Lock is the first true automatic, self-locking
mechanism on the market.

r

311d0 2:139IA

e

PROTECTION
AND
FLEXIBILITY
IN THE AIR AND
UNDERGROUND

Iona

ENCLOSURES

See us at Cable-Tec Expo®, Booth #642

ON aovues Jape% apJ10

iNTEGRAL

Slam Lock enclosure covers are automatically locked shui
hy the slight application of downward pressure. Once yon
hear the "click" you know it's slam locked!

CABLECON"PRODFICTS FOR OUR 30 YEARS

INTEGRAL CCRPORATION
P.O. BOX 151369
DALLAS, TEXAS 753'5
214/818-5100 800/527-216}8

RELIANCE

COMM/ TEC
11 333 Addison St. /Franklin PL IL 6013 I/708

455 -8010

T HE P REMIER M AGAZINE OF B ROADBAND C OMMUNICATIONS
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Circle Reader Service No. 116

Plan the future of your network today with advanced
conduit technology from Integral. Experience the
benefits of CableconTM today and visit us at booth
no. 371 or call Integral to arrange for ademonstration: 800-527-2168.

123
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See us at Cable-Tec Expo®, Booth #299

I
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TEST EQUIPMENT

o

Tricorder
Trunk Meter Capability

For Which We Stand

'

eel °

he newest member in the popular Tiicorrier
family, the Tricorder Ill measures signai levels,
carrier-to-noise and hum, and monitors
leakage -all of the tests needed to maintain a CATV trunk
or active distribution system. A new bag-mounted antenna

CPc
@ee able prep®
BEN HUGHES COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS CO .
207 Middlesex Avenue, P.
O.Box 373

offers as much as four times the leakage sensitivity as
earlier Tricorders. You can even option up to calibrated

Chester, Connecticut 6412-0373

leakage measurement with our new CU option pack.

(800) 394-4046

Trilithic
9202 East 33rd Street
Indianapolis, In 46236
800/344-2412
Fax 317/895-3613

TRILITHIC
See Us A CABLE-TEC BOOTH 483

See us at Cable-Tec Expo®, Booth #483

(203) 526-4337 FAX (203) 526-2291

Experience the Difference...

Japeabi apin

T

17C I. .ON 90IAJOS

Circle Reader Service No. 133

Distribu u
on Meter Price

•Quality and Service is Our Priority
•Meeting the Industry Standards
•Continued Customer Support
•Products Designed &Manufactured in the USA

See us at Cable-Tec Expo®, Booth #531, 533

Cablematic Outstrips
The Competition
The fast, easy way to strip & core cables is with
Cablematic cable preparation tools. Safe,
accurate and durable from start to finish. Look
to the leader in design, quality and service.
CALL NOW 1-800-528-8665
for a
NEW Full-line Catalog

Gaussian, Positive, Negative

128

Cablematic Division
Ripley Company
46 Nooks Hill Road
Cromwell, CT 06416
Tel 203-635-2200
Fax 203-635-3631

ON aairuas Japeau °lap°

Circle Reader Service No. 135

Innovation from the
Industry Leader in
Traps and Filters

The Cable Tool Innovators
CEO :C OMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & D ESIGN

See us at Cable-Tec Expo®, Booth #552

JUNE 1994

See us at Cable-Tec Expo®, Booth #543, 545

IN3INdIfle3 0301A

EAGLE .
COMTRONICS INC

•••••

•••AVAILABLE••••••••

1GHz

NEGATIVE

supplies a full line of
professional and industrial video
equipment for production, editing,
playback and pay-per-view. Panasonic
markets video products for the VHS,
SVHS, MII and D-3 formats and cable
converters with & without volume control.
Panasonic

POSITIVE TRAPS

Circle Reader Service No. 137

FEATURES:

•For systems which may go to
1GHz in the future
•Higher channel capability
•Improved L.A.S. characteristics
•Temperature stable

PANASONIC BROADCAST &
TELEVISION SYSTEMS COMPANY,
CABLE SYSTEMS DIVISION

EAGLE COMTRONICS INC.

Panasonic Way, 3E-7, Secaucus, NJ 07094

4562 Waterhouse Road, Clay, New York 13041
(315) 622-3402
Telex #937361

Phone: (201) 392-4709

(800) 448-7474
Fax#(315) 622-3800

Fax: (201) 392-6821

See us at Cable-Tec Expo®, Booth #436, 438

See us at Cable-Tec Expo®, Booth #505 B

8Cl 'ON aovuas Japeau °loin
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Safety '94

Tiraining '94

August 16 & 17

August 17 & 18

These are the

Safety '94

Training '94

only cable

Sessions include:

Sessions Include:

industry forums

• OSHA and Cable
•Vehicle Safety Training

•TOM and Work Teams
Learning Styles and the Adult

specifically designed

•Accident Investigation

Learner

to address the needs

• Integrating Safety into

Computer-based Training

and effectiveness of

Organizational Objectives

Electronic Document Production

cable trainers and

• Selling Safety Internally
• Safety in the Telephone Industry

safety personnel.

• Safety Programs in Review

Learn from experts.

• Ladder Safety
• OSHA & Hazcom Compliance

Network with other

• Safety Incentives

trainers and safety

• Loss Control Ergonomics Applied to

these conferences

One, What to Do With One
• Ideas for Safety Meetings

are

a must for all
training or safety

Who should attend:

Training
• Fundamentals: New Trainers/New

An Open Forum

back to back,

• Safety Committees: How to Start

• Management: Budgeting for

• Management in the 21st Century—

Scheduled

• Safety and Fiber Optics

Recordkeeping
• Measuring Training Effectiveness

Programs

managers.

the Cable TV Industry

Software for Training and

•The ABCs of Creating Curriculum
• From Installation to Fiber Optics—
Today's Training Challenges
• Customer Service and Supervisory
Training

managers and

•Safety managers at system,
regional or corporate offices

Who should attend:

administrators.

•Safety Committee Members
• Risk and Insurance Managers

Customer Services Trainers
•

•Technical and Operations

Join us for the 3rd

Managers

Annual Cable Safely
Conference and Cable

Management Trainers
Technical Trainers
Human Resource Personnel
Training Managers and Directors

Training Conference!
Return this lorm by
Safety 94 and Training "94 Sponsored by:

For more information...

ANITEC -

Please send additional information on:
J Safety '94
J Training '94
Conference Producer:

Ck')fiiMrspectives
Official Publications:

Multichannel News C 11-. •
-•
-

CED CONVERGEN

to:

ComemPerspectIves

J Both conferences
Name
Title
Company
Address
City
Phone -

600 South Cherry Street
Suite 400
Denver, CO 80222
Phone: (303)393-7449

R ETURN PATH

IThe issue: Training and education

I

As the Society of Cable Television Engineers settles
into St. Louis this month for its annual Cable-Tec Expo
and Engineering Conference, the spotlight will once
again be thrust upon the value of training. Many say

FAX

education will become increasingly important as the
industry moves forward and begins to deploy new,
complex network systems. What do you think?

„The questions:
1. Does your system offer formal, in-house training in
customer contact skills for installers and technicians?
-111

Yes

No

Don't know

2. Does your system offer formal, in-house training for
: installers and technicians to actually sell cable services
to customers?

Yes

No

Don't know

3. If you chose to enroll in an outside course teaching
these subjects, would your company reimburse you for
the tuition cost?

8. If you chose to pursue college or vocational training
in electronics, would your company pay at least aportion of the tuition?

Yes

No

Don't know

4. Does your system offer formal, in-house training for
(check all that apply):

Yes

Service techs

Headend techs

Line techs

5. Does your system offer in-house training in fiber
optics?

No

Don't know

6. Does your system offer in-house training in digital
technology?

No

Don't know

No

Don't know
Your name and title

No

Don't know

12. Is there adedicated, full-time trainer at your system?

System name:

Your MSO:
No

Don't know

13. Do you think there's aneed to overhaul your system's training program?

Yes
Yes

Don't know

Make acopy of this page
and fax it back to us at the
number above or mail it to
CED, 600 South Cherry
Street, Suite 400, Denver,
Colo. 80222.
We will tally the results
and print it in afuture issue.
Your suggestions for future
questions are always welcome.
We also want some written comments from you on
this subject. Names won't be
published if you request
your name to be withheld,
but please fill out the name
and job information to
ensure that only one
response per person is tabulated.

11. Do you believe you've received adequate formal
training to do your job effectively?

Yes
Yes

No

10. Does your system pay for you to take SCTE
BCT/E certification exams?

Yes
Installers

Don't know

9. Does your system allow you time away from your
job to attend SCTE meetings?

Yes
Yes

No

303-393-6654

No

Don't know

Location:

Your Job function:

Your comments:

7. If you enrolled in an outside course in cable TV
technology, would your company reimburse you for
the tuition cost?

Yes

No

Don't know
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The issue: DBS competition
Last month, Hughes' DirecTV video service was
scheduled to begin beaming about 150 channels of
video to homeowners who purchase asmall receiving
antenna and an in-home decoder. Some predict DBS
will gain awide following quickly while others say

Eight of every 10 persons
who responded to our survey
about DBS give the service
either an excellent or good
chance of success in the
long-run, but most believe
DBS will gamer its subscribers in rural areas that
have never been wired by
cable operators.
Most who responded said
DBS has just a"poor"
chance to take away their
ensconced cable subscribers,
and most said it would take
several years before that
happened. Nearly 80 percent
expect to lose no more than
10 percent of their subscribers to the service.
Those who responded
pointed to DBS' high hardware costs, lack of return
path and inability to "narrowcast" programming to
localities as the weakness in
the DBS armor. Others
noted it's incompatibility
with consumer electronics
and the need for an additional antenna to receive local
broadcast television.
Consequently, few cable
systems say their network
rebuild and upgrade plans
were affected significantly
by the arrival of this new
competitor, but 60 percent
admitted it will have some
affect on the deployment of
interactivity over cable, as
operators attempt to differentiate themselves.
Finally, most said they
fear telco competition much
more than DBS, even though
one person admitted that
telco competition is another
three to four years away.

The results:
1. How would you rate DBS' long term chances of
success nationally?
Excellent

Good

18%

Excellent

18%

Good

4%

8. How likely is it that the advent of DBS will hasten
your system to upgrade to more channels and/or interactivity?

Poor

64%

2. How would you rate DBS' chances of success at
taking away customers who reside in your cable system?

39%

Very likely

21%

Somewhat likely

39%

Not at all

39%

9. Do you think most DBS subscribers will be rural
residents who haven't been wired for cable?

Poor

Yes

57%

79%

No

Don't know

18%

4%

3. How soon do you think DBS will have ameasurable
impact on your system, in terms of number of subscribers served?

10. Which do you think is amore formidable competitor to your system—DBS or the telcos?

Within 2years

32%

DBS

29%

2-5 years

6years or more

36%

36%

4. Do you think consumers will view DBS as abetter
investment in the long run?
No

11%

68%

Don't know

21%

5. To what degree has the anticipated launch of DBS
affected your system's rebuild or upgrade schedule?
A lot

Some

Very little

4%

29%

64%

6. In your opinion, what is DBS' "weak link" when
compared to acable system?
Hardware cost

Programming cost

61%

11%

No return path

Broadcast-only

Other

21%

25%

14%

(Multiple answers allowed)
7. What percentage of your current subscribers are
likely to subscribe to DBS services just because it's an
available competitor?

79%

10%-20%

18 13/o

More than 20%

4%

Telcos

57%

Don't know

11%

11. Is any portion of your system's franchise area currently being served by an MMDS operator?
Yes

Yes

10% or less
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cable's narrowcast and interactive ability will beat back
the DBS assault. Will DBS be able to effectively take
away market share from established cable operators?
This survey recaps your thoughts about competition
corning from high-power DBS.

25%

No

71%

Don't know

4%

Your comments:

"DBS won't hit half its 10 million (subs) projected by
the year 2000—these guys are deluded!"
—Rich Penkert, Country Cable, Morton, Minn.
"We need competition to make managers understand
that we need to upgrade our systems, educate personnel
and enforce service standards."
—Bruce Brunner, Marcus Cable, Wautoma, Wis.
"I believe DBS will ultimately be aniche business.
Interactivity will be the major factor preventing its serious competition with cable TV."
—Ron Peterson, Post-Newsweek Cable, Bisbee, Ariz.
"DBS will be just as incompatible with consumer electronics devices as most cable converters."
—Neal McLain, Communication Technologies,
Middleton, Wis.
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W HAT'S AHEAD

4Chaparral SCTE Chapter

Technical Seminar and Testing
Session. "Digital Compression,"
with Michael Gorin of General
Instrument. BCT/E and installer
exams to be administered.
Location: Sandi Prep School,
Albuquerque, N.M. Call Bob
Wiseman, (505) 761-6273

6-9 Digital Networks Training.

Hosted by ANTEC. Location:
Washington, D.C. area. Call (800)
FIBER ME.

7Hawaii SCTE Chapter

Technical Seminar. "Data
Communications." Location:
IBEW Union Hall, Honolulu. Call
Fred Gerstl, (808) 625-8412.

7West Virginia Mountaineer

SCTE Chapter Technical
Seminar. "Proof of
Performance." Call Steve
Johnson, (614) 894-3886.

bide Shows
June
2-4 Multimedia Conference.
Location: Moscone
Convention Center, San
Francisco, Calif. Call (800)
243-3238.
15-18 SCTE Cable-Tec Expo.
Location: St. Louis, Mo. Call
(610) 363-6888.
20-31 European and Fibre
Optic Markets and
Opportunities. Location:
Heidelberg, Germany. Call
(111/) ZJZ -.)111.

20-23 Wireless Cable '94.
Location: Las Vegas Hilton,
Las Vegas, Nev. Call (319)
752-8336.
July
25-28 Fiber Optics Installers
Conference. Hosted by Fotec,
Inc. Location: Long Beach,
Calif. Call (800) 527-8254.

8Badger State SCTE Chapter

Technical Seminar. "Safety."
Location: Holiday Inn, Fond du
Lac, Wisc. Call Brian Revak,
(608) 372-2999.

8Central Florida SCTE
Chapter Technical Seminar.
"Data Networking and
Architectures,"
"Lightning—Preparing Your Plant
and Associates," "Safety
Training" with Jim Janus,
Cablevision Industries and
"Industry Update," with Ken
Hisle, Jones Intercable. Location:
Holiday Inn, Lakeland, Fla. Call
Pam Kernodle, (813) 371-3444.
9SCTE Satellite Tele-Seminar

Program "Coaxial Cable
Transmission Basics, Part I." First
of a14-tape series on broadband
technology with Bill Grant, GWG
Associates. To be transmitted on
Galaxy IR, Transponder 14,
2:30-3:30 p.m., EDT. Call SCTE
Headquarters, (610) 363-6888.

9Gateway SCTE Chapter
Technical Seminar. "Installation
Techniques and Products."
Location: Overland Community
Center, Overland, Mo. Call
Duane Johnson, (314) 272-2020.
9Music City SCTE Chapter
Technical Seminar. "Customer
Contact Skills," with Ron Elliott,
Viacom Cablevision. Location:

9-10 Commercial Building

Cabling Standards Seminar.
Hosted by the
Telecommunications Industry
Association. Location: Marriott's
Hunt Valley Inn, Hunt Valley,
Md. Call (410) 785-7000.

10 Magnolia and
Mississippi/Louisiana SCTE
Chapters Technical Session.
"Digital Compression," with
Michael Gorin of Jerrold/General
Instrument. Location: Mississippi
Cable TV Association Show,
Treasure Bay (formerly Royal
D'Iberville), Biloxi, Miss. Call
Bob Marsh, (601) 932-3172.
16 Southern California SCTE
Chapter Technical Session.
"Distribution Systems" and
"Trunking Systems: Bridger to
Headend." Location: Crown
Cable, Alhambra, Calif.
16 Southern California SCTE

Washington, D.C. Cost: $975.
Call (800) 424-9773.

21

Cable TV Measurements
Course. Hosted by Hewlett
Packard. Location: Fullerton,
Calif. Cost: $250. Call (800)
HPCLASS.

22 smokey Mountain SCTE

Chapter Technical Seminar.
"First Aid" with Bobby Olinger,
American Red Cross and
Sammons Communications.
Location: Days Inn, Kingsport,
Tenn. Call Roy Tester, (615) 8785502.

23 Cable TV Measurements
Course. Hosted by Hewlett
Packard. Location: Van Nuys,
Calif. Cost: $250. Call (800)
HPCLASS.

23-24 High Definition
Television—Continuing
Education Class. Location: The
George Washington University.
Cost: $790. Call (800) 424-9773
27-29 New York State

Chapter Technical Seminar.
"Trunk Systems: Bridger to
Headend," with Juan Castro, ICI
and Jim Messall, Crown Cable.
Location: Alhambra, Calif. Call
Tom Colegrove, (805) 252-6177.

Commission on Cable
Television. Location: Roaring
Brook Ranch, Lake George, N.Y.
Technical sessions sponsored by
SCTE. Call Albert Richards,
(518) 474-1324.

20-22 Digital Transmission
for Cellular
Telephone—Continuing
Education Class.
Location: The George
Washington University,

30 New Jersey SCTE Chapter

Technical Seminar. "Vendor
Fair." Location: TKR Training
Center, Wayne, N.J. Call Linda
Lotti, (908) 446-3612.

A COURSE IN FIBER TECHNOLOGY FOR
CATV & BROADBAND COMMUNICATIONS
C-COR offers acomprehensive 3-day seminar on fiber
optics and its applications. This course is appropriate
for technical or non-technical personnel who require
athorough understanding of fiber optic technology.
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Ramada Inn, Nashville, Tenn.
Call Bill Goodwin, (615) 2447462, ext. 406.
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I
N THE NEWS

CableLabs begins HDTV
transmission tests

CableLabs has begun field testing the transmission subsystem of the Grand Alliance
high-definition television system over agroup
of cable networks in the Charlotte, N.C. area.
The transmission subsystem is the portion of
the system responsible for delivery of the digital bit stream to the home.
The series of tests will last roughly 30
days, wrapping up sometime this month, and
will test two modulation techniques (8-VSB
and 16-VSB), which represent part of the
HDTV system presently under consideration
by the FCC's Advisory Committee on
Advanced TV Service. The field tests will
evaluate off-air reception at cable headend
sites and the subsequent transmission over
cable plant of the digitally-modulated RF signal. The results of the field tests will be delivered to the Advisory Committee for its
review, and will likely confirm the results of
earlier, laboratory-based tests which resulted
in the selection of modulation techniques.
The tests are expected to demonstrate that
the digital vestigial sideband HDTV signal
can be received off-air at cable system headends (in the 8-VSB format) and, after error
correction processing, be combined with a
second high definition signal for carriage to
cabled homes within asingle, 6MHz channel
(in the 16-VSB format).

Wegener to supply Buenos
Aires application

Wegener Communications has signed a
multiple year, multi-million dollar contract to
supply several thousand addressable digital
audio satellite receivers to Buenos Aires-based
Hilo Musical S.A.
The products will be used by Hilo Musical
in Argentina to deliver business music via
satellite. Multiple program channels will be
encoded, multiplexed with control data, and
transmitted from Hilo Musical's studio in
Buenos Aires to locations throughout
Argentina. Until the agreement, Wegener officials said, programming was distributed over
telephone lines.

Distance learning network
installed in Oregon

Chemeketa Community College in Salem,
Ore. is transmitting live distance education
and teleconferencing programs over ED-NET,
Oregon's satellite-based education network,
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though an agreement with VideoCube. As the
only origination studio located within Salem,
Chemeketa provides government and outside
agencies access to the delivery system for
their live teleconferencing programs. The online editing capabilities of the VideoCube system have enabled Chemeketa to produce highquality graphics and special effects for its distance education classes as well as for the live
teleconferences, college officials said.
"Our department was already using
Macintosh computers," said Steve Vincent,
media systems technologist for the college.
"That's what we like about VideoCube—it lets
us edit within the Mac environment."
Chemeketa broadcasts an average of 10
hours of live, for-credit classes daily to five
outreach centers, located in athree-county
area. Students who go to the centers, located
up to 30 miles away from the main campus,
can attend the televised classes that are in-session at the main campus.
"The system is like agiant mixer," said
Tim Herpel, product/director at the college. "I
dump footage in and rearrange it any way I
like. It's very effective."

PacTel spinoff AirTouch
establishes San Francisco
headquarters

Airlouch Communications, acellular telephony operator that was recently spun off
from Pacific Telesis Group, has established
headquarters in San Francisco, marking the
largest relocation in San Francisco since 1991.
With the move, scheduled to begin at the end
of this year, AirTouch will consolidate 250
employees from throughout the Bay Area, into
roughly 175,000 square feet. It has already initiated amulti-million dollar renovation of the
building's public areas and plaza, which
encompasses the entire city block of One
California Street.

RMS adds 750 MHz, 1GHz
taps, splitters to product line

RMS Electronics announced it has added
750 MHz taps and 1GHz in-house splitters
and directional couplers to its line of cable
television equipment.

ISO-9000 9001 notifications

Belden Wire and Cable announced that its
administrative offices, distribution center,
engineering center and all U.S. manufacturing
facilities have been registered to the ISO-9000

series, aset of uniform standards that provide
quality management guidance and quality
assurance requirements.
Registered under ISO-9001 are Belden's
engineering center, cable development and
OEM customer service facility and the administrative offices and distribution centers.
Also, Optical Cable Corp. announced it has
received ISO-9001 approval, marking companywide efforts from the manufacturing, sales
and administrative departments.

Cl, DSC sign video
and telephony alliance

General Instrument Corp. and DSC
Communications Corp. have officially signed
adefinitive agreement to jointly create
Cablespan, abroadband telecommunications
system capable of providing video, telephony
and data services. The agreement was
announced during last year's Western Cable
Show.
The Cablespan system combines DSC's
Litespan-2000/Starspan product line, which is
aSONET-based fiber optic access system,
with GI's broadband telecommunications
architecture for hybrid fiber/coax applications.
To date, more than 2.5 million lines of
DSC's Litespan have been deployed in local
exchange access networks, DSC officials said.
With the system integration between the two
companies, the resultant Cablespan product
will enable service providers to expand their
service ranges to both homes and businesses
over hybrid/coax networks.
The agreement follows the signing of aletter of intent last November.

CLT receives patent for
leakage monitoring system

Cable Leakage Technologies announced it
has received aU.S. patent (number 5,294,937)
for its Wavetracker digital RF tracking and
mapping system. The system enables highspeed data collection and signal leakage data
interpretation through the use of global positioning satellites.

Ripley Co. acquires
K. Miller &Tool Co.

The Ripley Company announced it has
acquired the K. Miller Tool and
Manufacturing Co., based out of West
Springfield, Mass. The K. Miller Co. manufactures wire strippers, cutters and specialty
tools for the electrical, electronic, cable televi-
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sion and telecommunications industries.
The tools will be sold in conjunction with
the Ripley Company's product line.

Lodgenet picks Apple with
PowerPC for hotel shopping

LodgeNet Entertainment Corp. will use a
new, digital interactive multimedia platform
based on the Apple Macintosh with PowerPC
and Apple AV Technologies to deliver virtual
shopping and other interactive information
services to up to 7million hotel guests,
nationwide, by the end of this year.
LodgeNet's new "Travelers Video Mall"
will transform hotel TVs into adigital, interactive multimedia kiosk, company officials
said. The in-room mall will allow guests to
use astandard, in-room TV and remote control to shop, access video-based information
directories for the hotel or city they're in,
retrieve classified ads and participate in other
interactive programs.
LodgeNet already supplies the hotel industry with video check-out and in-room guest
surveys.

CableLabs, Pioneer
announce digital project

Cable Television Laboratories and Pioneer
Electronic Corp. will jointly develop a"feasible method for digital signal transmission
technology for North American cable systems" officials from both companies said in a
press release.
Pioneer will take part in the technical
development of transmission technology and
special, large-scale integration (LSI) chips.
CableLabs will provide technical facilitation
and testing assistance.
Results will likely be announced next
spring, the companies said.
The method under development, 16-VSB,
is suitable for high-volume data transmission,
Pioneer officials said. It will also study quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) techniques.

C-COR to build new
manufacturing facility

In response to growing demand for its
products, C-COR Electronics will construct a
new building, adjacent to its State College,
Pa.-based world headquarters facilities. The
property for the new facility is currently
owned by C-COR, and will later this year
house an 80,000-square-foot building where

the company's manufacturing functions and
service groups. Included under the new roof
will be C-COR's equipment service center,
network design and technical customer service
groups, say C-COR company officials.
Upon completion of the new facility, CCOR will renovate its existing building to
enlarge the engineering laboratory. It wilso
also add an environmental test chamber and
expand its administrative offices. The full project will cost over $10 million, and will be
completed in the December, 1994 time frame.

Motorola, Tandem, DSC
announce network platform

Motorola's Cellular Infrastructure Group
announced the formation of awireless intelligent network solution center, called the IN'.
Joining Motorola in the effort are Tandem
Computers Inc. and DSC Communications.
Other participants in the IN' Center include
Centigram Communications Corp., Logica,
Motorola's Computer Group, SAFCO Corp.
and Vicorp Interactive Systems.
The IN' solution center, which stands for
INnovation and INtegration, will be located at
Motorola's cellular headquarters in Arlington
Heights, Ill., aChicago suburb.
The solution center will use open architecture and industry standards to bring new
advanced intelligent network services to the
cellular market.
It plans to attract and work with software
and platform vendors in their development and
certification by the Center of intelligent network services and features. Integration and network management of intelligent network elements will also be supported.
"The mission of the IN' Solution Center
will be to drive the wireless combinations
industry toward and open architecture and to
ensure the success of industry standards in the
advancing intelligent network," said Jack
Scanlon, senior VP and GM of Motorola's
Cellular Infrastructure Group.
DSC and Tandem have also agreed to join
Motorola in promoting an open wireless applications programming interface (API) which
will allow independent software application
providers to develop to one wireless standard.
One of the first IN' products will be the
Motorola Cellular Home Location Register
(HLR), based on Tandem's Himalaya intelligent network server, for management of
mobile subscriber information.
The HLR/intelligent network platform will
be delivered this summer to AirTouch
Communications (formerly PacTel Corp. See
related relocation announcement. p.134), a
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global wireless provider.
AirTouch will use the system to create
intelligent network services such as apersonal
number and enhanced call management system for its cellular operations. It will also use
the technology to deploy virtual private networking services and to further enhance its
fraud prevention capabilities.
In arelated announcement, Tandem
Computers and Vicorp Interactive Systems
announced support of the analog display services interface (ADSI) telephone standard,
which enables interactive information services
such as visual voice mail to be offered to consumers via screen-based telephones. The first
consumers to benefit from the combined technological support of ADS! are the Chicagoarea Ameritech customers, Tandem officials
said.
Ameritech plans to offer those residents
new interactive services and capabilities in a
pilot program with Citibank, using screenbased phones and technology from Tandem,
Vicorp and Octel.
The pilot program will begin this month.
Services that will be available include
enhanced calling features and electronic white
pages, as well as banking and bill payment
services. Visual voice mail will be added as
the first ADSI-based service.
ADSI allows voice and data services to be
delivered over standard telephone lines. The
combination of voice and on-screen presentation of information presents new interactive
services including customer calling, directory
assistance and gateways to information services such as home banking and shopping.

Northern Telecom to supply
Republic of Tunisia

Northern Telecom has announced acontract, valued at more than $40 million, to supply telecommunications equipment to the
Republic of Tunisia. The contract implementation will expand the public telephone network
there by more than 30 percent.
In the agreement, Northern Telecom will
install 58 digital multiplex switching (DMS)
central office switches over the next three
years.
The majority of the contract is for DMS-10
central office switches. In addition, Northern
Telecom's GSM cellular switch will provide
an initial trial, for 500 subscribers. The company's African Business Center, established in
Tunisia, will provide training support, marketing and sales operations and acenter for distribution and technical assistance, Northern
Telecom officials said.
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Now there's anew standard for super-high-power

24dBm output power you need to significantly expand

signal amplification for today's telecommunications

signal distance up to 400 kilometers without repeaters.
The key to Amoco's approach: using mature
high-power 800-nm AlGaAs diode-laser arrays as the

and cable television fiber optic transmission.

primary pumping source, providing powers nearly one

Introducing the 1.5-micron Erbium Ytterbium

order of magnitude larger than obtainable from tradi-

optical fiber amplifier from Amoco Laser Company. This

tional 980- or 1480-nm diode-laser pump sources. This

remarkable new amplifier provides the 50dB gain and

results in saturated output powers extending from

Australia
Litton Precision Products
(61) 2-669-6111 (Sydney)
(61) 3-375-3838 Melbourne)

United Kingdom
Litton Precision Products
(44) 6284-86060
Optilas Ltd.
(44) 908-221123

France
Litton Precision Products
(33) 1-39-55-21-04

Y

Italy
Litton Precision Products
(39) 2-2440421

Sweden/Norway/Denmark/
Finland
Litton Precision Products
(46)8-7430585

of optical splits serving awider range of subscribers.

TH

Now factor in the high reliability of Amoco's well-

SENDING

established 800-nm diode-pumped, solidstate technology. Fact is, solid-

U

state Amoco lasers for fiber

NEED

optic transmission have been
field-deployed for over two years.

M ANY

400 km radius

Best of all, every fiber amplifier we sell is backed
by Amoco's reputation as aworldwide resource for highpower laser emitters and fiber optic subsystems. At

EPEATERS.
Amoco, we're committed to being along-term partner in
the future growth of telecommunications delivery in the
U.S., Europe and around the globe. The 1.5-micron fiber

18dBm to 24dBm and beyond.
The advantages for telecommunications operators

amplifier is only the latest example of that commitment.

are obvious. Fewer repeaters are needed in long-haul

To find out more, contact us or your distributor.

digital transmission architecture, meaning amuch lower

Amoco Laser Company, 1251 Frontenac Rd., Naperville,

cost per kilometer to deliver your signal and less active

IL 60563. Phone:(708) 961-8400; Fax:(708) 369-4299.

components subject to downtime. The high power attainable from Amoco's fiber amplifier also allows distributive
analog transmission architectures with ahigher number

Amoco Laser Company

Switzerland
Litton Precision Products

Spain/Portugal
Litton Precision Product.;

Netherlands/Belgium/Luxembourg
Optilas B V

Israel
Applied Technologic Services

Germany/Austria/Yugoslavia
Litton Precision Products

(4111-3123544

(34) 1-250-1507

(31) 1720-31234

(972) 52-574111

(49) 89-922040
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(34) 1-519-0165
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LASHER REPAIR SERVICE
5 Day Turnaround on Repairs.
Reconditioned Equipment Sales.
We buy Surplus Equipment.

CABLE KRAFT TOOL CORP.
(404) 443-2624

Call 610-964-4982
to reserve this space!
Ask for Tim Reeder

OMNIERCIAL ELECTRONICS & SUPPLY

> Your complete electronics source <
HYBRIDS

SEMICONDUCTollti

FUSES • CONNECTORS • HAND TOOLS
TRANSFORMERS • SURGE PROTECTORS
UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLIES
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White .ean

Local Weather

Jumer Cables

Temp:85 F Humidity 35%
Wind from SW @ 5 MPH

Split screen control allows logo
and text to remain on screen...
...Scrolling messages...

Belden
Times
Comm/Scope
Intercomp

"RAMX" $349.95
"C64"
$179.95
"Modem" $89.95
"BCLK" $ 69.95
"PK8"
$179.95
"WX1"
$189.95
"WSDM" $279.95
1541"
$189.95
"DVM2" $379.95
"TSP1" $379.95
"VCR8" $129.95
"RMAV" $CALL
"MST1" $CALL
WSDM

We will make any cable assembly. Quick delivery on all colors and lengths.
Fax: (602) 582-2915. Ph (602) 581-0331

335 W. Melinda Drive, Phoenix, Az 85027
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DVM1 or TSP1
adds voice messages
to all screens
Text-to-speech or
digitized voice

LEMCO
CALL FOR YOUR CATALOG

CATV and other video systems, MMDS & LPTV
Transmitter Channel Combiners and other broadcast

800-233-8713

filters and Terrestrial Intederence filters for TVRO systems.

TOOLS
THE

Tel 315-452-0709
Fax 315-452-0732
VS/CAN 800-882-1587
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Modem Control of Remote Sites!
Program all from IBM or MAC

Manufacturer specializing in fast delivery of Filters for
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Infra- ed Remote
VCR control
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Engineering Consulting Tel: 714-671-2009 Fax: 714-255-9984

cOMMUNICeTrOrO
& ENERGY CORP

7395 Taft Park Drive
East
racuse, NY 13057
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Video Poster; 600 page Battery backed RAM-disk, Video cable & manual
Refurbished computer, with power supply (1 year warranty all products)
1200 baud Hayes compatible plug-in modem for remote page transfer
Battery clock (with RAM) restores time & date If power fails
Relay control, Touch-tone decoder, Infra-red senders, 8analog Inputs
Temp. deg. C. or F. + Humidity sensors; Req. PKB
Anamometor Wind speed and direction; Req. PK8
Optional disk drive; external unlimited back up for RAMX
Page controlled Digital audio;10 messages, 2mln.
Text-to-speech computer voice message each screen.
"RMAV"
Control up to 8VCR tape decks with PK8 & Infra-Red
2to 8 75(.1"F" audio & video AXB control
, V,
Touch-tone sat. decoder AXB Insert, VCR con. 9,2'
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•Hi -Res fonts, Video Page & Character enerator
tore more t an .IS pages
Logos & pictures stored on cartridge '16 colors, 5fonts, Crawl, Flash, Special
effects Two (240 Itr.) variable size crawls per page *Accurate real time clock
& date *Restores & displays pages, time & date even if power falls! *Low cost
C64 computer (NTSC + Ch 3/4 out) *100 Time and date control events *Infrared controls up to 8 VCR's *Transfer & control via modem *Control model
"RMAV" & external relays + VCR's *NTSC color bars Satellite touch-tone
decode commercial insert*User friendl ,Demo & Instructional VHS tape
Model •Price •Description of "Video Poster" TN Options: -Call for Demo tape I

CUSTOM MADE CA BLE ASSEMBLIES INCLUDING
Fto F, N to N. BNC, RCA, F-81
Gilbert AHS
LAC
Off Shore
Amphenol

Page Generator & Controller
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Quality Cable & Electronics Inc.

If you would like to
run

1950 N.W. 44TH Street Porn sano Beach, Florida 33064
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HEADENDS

in

CED

to

have

one

produced... please call

DROP M ATERIAL

Tim Reeder at CED to

LINE EQUIPMENT

discuss space rates,

New IUsed
All Equipment ICompetitive Prices
Phone: 305.978* 8845 Fax: 305'978•88311

DAVID GREEN

ad

Classified, and you

CONVERTERS

ELEurgondics nvc.

an

graphic capabilities &
deadlines
Tel: 1-800-866-0206

Call or Fax us today with your request!

or 610-964-4982
Fax: 610-964-4663

Engineering/Design/Construction
e
Commercial Spun Aluminum Antennas
DH

FCC PROOF OF PERFORMANCE TESTING
FIBER OPTIC DESIGN &
ACTIVATION
HEADEND OPTIMIZATION
COMPLETE SYSTEM AUDITS

accuracy & high efficiency

SIZES
3 meter
3.3 meter
3.7 meter
3.9 meter
4.2 meter
4.5 meter
5meter

AUTOCAD CUSTOMIZED CATV MENU
& SYMBOLS LIBRARY
CAD DRAFTING & DESIGN
STRAND MAP & AS BUILT
MAP DIGITIZATION & REVISIONS

10'
11'
12'
13'
14'
14'8"
16'

P.O. Box 244
Yankton, SD 57078

e

GIBRALTER:
CALL FOR PRICING
(800) 627-9443

CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC.

Dual Axis motorized Az/el
mount, standard with
RC2000,

COMPLETE TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION

PC compatible

• Coaxial and Fiber
• Mapping and Design
• Make Ready
• Splicing and Activation
• Fusion Splicing
• Material Supply
• Aerial, Underground &
Fiber Construction

dual axis controller.

DH Satellite
600 N. Marquette Rd.
Prairie du Chien, WI USA 53821
Phone (608) 326-8406
Fax (608) 326-4233

P 1cIi

(800) 292-0126

(605) 665-1393

çà

ouR C O1VII'A
'THIS SPACE,

1-800-338-9299

• Emergency Fiber
Restoration
• System Sweep
• Proof of Performance
• Turnkey Headend
• Complete Turnkey
Project Management

quality service performed on atimely basis
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)

13151( Cell) CLAssIFIEL)!
IT MAKES SENSE.
TIECIA.USE IT PAYS.
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CABLELINE COMMUNICATION
Fiber & CATV Construction
2862 Johnstown Rd., Suite 104B
Columbus OH 43219
(614) 471-6573
Mark Eyre
Dave Jones
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CLASSIFIEDS
Career Marketplace
CATV BROADCAST
PERSONNEL SERVICES

Henkels &McCoy is anationwide engineering and construction firm engaged in utility and industrial construction, communications,
corrosion control, architecture and engineering. Our 5,000+ employees
receive competitive salaries and excellent benefits. Now in our 71st year,
Henkels & McCoy is headquartered in Blue Bell, PA.

ALL LEVELS OF POSITIONS FILLED NATIONWIDE

•Technicians •Engineers •Managers •Sales
Send resume with salary requirement to address below.
Employer Inquiries Invited.

BROADBAND DESIGN

Communication Resources

Candidate must have 5-7 years demonstrated experience in the planning and design of
broadband communications systems for CATV and wide area data communications.
You should be familiar with automated design. Lode data is aplus.

The Communication Personnel Specialists
P.O. Box 141397 •Cincinnati. OH 45250
606-491-5410 /FAX 606-491-4340

oeh
Fr
Froeh

SCIE Member

peter

CAD OPERATORS/DESIGNERS

Desired experience in Communications Systems, AM/FM and automated records
and automated broadband design tools. Specific software packages and level of
training.

PROJECT MANAGERS

lich
lich &Co.
search

Communications project design managers needed with 5-7 years experience. Background in multidiscipline projects with budget and schedule responsibility aplus.
Technical degree preferrecl.
ABSEE is required; MS in Telecommunications Systems Management or related field
is preferred. CNE certified and/or registered professional engineer is aplus.

HENKEL5 zMcCOY

PO. Box 339 Weatherford, TX 76086
(800) 742-4947 FAX (817) 594-1337

PERFOI3MANCE. ,h4s ,puilt our business

Send or Fca:Crdsurne to:

All levels of Technical

Recruiter
P.O. Box 950
Blue Bell, PA 19422-0900
Tel: (800) 637-7558
FAX: (215) 283-7587

Positions -Corporate to
Hourly. Positions

An Leal OPPollunitY EmPterw refIDIV

Available Nationwide.
Call or Write. Fees Paid.

Seeking 2 individuals for cable TV
systems in Eastern VA with minimum
3years technical experience, including
preventive maintenance (truck & feeder), signal leakage, headends, FCC
proofs, design work, and service calls.
Also excellent communication and
organizational skills. Competitive
salary and benefit package.
Send resume to:
Manager
First Commonwealth Cablevision
Box 1147

your recruitment
ad in the right
haystack ...

CHIEF
TECHNICIAN

finding the

needed for a4500 Sub
CATV system located in
Norwich, NY. A450m Hz &
fiber upgrade is planned in
'94. 5yrs CATV experience
required. Construction,
headend and supervisory
experience preferred. Must
pass all pre-employment
testing. Send or fax resume
with salary history to:

Saluda, VA 23149
EOE

CED
CIASSIFIED
MEANS
IIIJSINESS j

When you put

Leadership
for the next
Century

TECI-11VICI_AIVS
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'eel;

needle is easy.
Use the
CED

District Engineer
Century Cable
P.O. Box 1008
Hermitage, PA 16148
Fax (412) 347-2886

CLASSIFIED

An Equal Opportunity Employer

SECTION

•••••:
e

a

d
i

RY

It Makes Sense.

Century Communications Corporation

CED: COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & DESIGN
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Career Marketplace
WORK RICH

AERIAL & UNDERGROUND
CONSTRUCTION
PERSONNEL NEEDED
Experienced Aerial Crews, and
Underground Crews
needed in IL, IN, AL, KY
SEND RESUME TO:
ERVIN CABLE
CONSTRUCTION, INC.
212 E. LINCOLN
SHAWNEETOWN, IL 62984
1-618-269-4411

CASH POOR?

CONTRACTORS -you need immediate payment
to meet obligations and take on new work.
Your MSO or prime contractor pays your invoices in 45-60 days.
Your banker does not understand your business.
CABLEFACTORS will pay you cash for your invoices
and collect payment from the MSO or prime.

CableFactors can help you with your cash flow problems.
If you are a (1TV contractor, call today jar more information!

CABLEFACTORS
adivàion qf AMERICAN !ACTORS GROUP

North Harrison Street •Suite 100
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
Tel: 609-924-9394 •Fax: 609-924-3935
457

David Cherseman

Need some Help?
Let CED
Classified's

CAREER
M ARKETPLACE
recruit it for
You!

CHIEF TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ENGINEER
Jones Intercable, an innovative leader in the
communications industry, is currently seeking
aChief Telecommunications Engineer to join
their Leads, England facility. This assignment
will have aduration of 2-3 years at which
time this position will be brought back to
enhance our complement of telephony talent.
Individual will develop and control the
design, installation and operation of telecommunications facilities. Responsibilities will
include acceptance testing of network, control commissioning of network headend and
organize effective headend and network
maintenance facilities. Individual will also
provide quality assurance, training and safety resources within the Talcum Engineering
Department.
Qualified candidate will possess at least 10
years experience in the operation/maintenance of public switched telephone networks
as well as an appropriate engineering/science degree. Individual should currently be
in a senior management role with a knowledge of the Cable TV industry. Good organizational, planning, verbal/written presentation skills amust.
If interested, please send resume and salary
history to:
Jones Intercable,
Human Resources-CTE
9697 E. Mineral Ave.
Englewood, CO 80112
Jones Intercable has astrong commitment to
the principle of diversity. In that spirit, we
are particularly interested in receiving applications from a broad spectrum of people,
including women, people of color and disabled individuals.

With a circulation to over 18,000
cable television professionals,
reaching the right candidate
is as easy as...

CED.

JONES INTERERBLE,
-

To reserve classified space in
the next available issue of CED,
please call Tim Reeder at:
800-866-0206, 610-9644982 or
Fax to 610-9644663.
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C APITAL C URRENTS

W

hile the most familiar uses of the radio spectrum
are for broadcasting and mobile communications, some
of the most interesting uses are for radar. There are a
large number of different radar applications. For example, the spectrum
around 1300 MHz is where the FAA
operates its network of aeronautical enroute radars. Weather radars operate at
2800 MHz.
There are both ground-based and airplane-mounted AWACS national security radars operating throughout much
of the 3GHz band. At 4300 MHz, airplane-mounted radio altimeters (a type
of radar) are widely used. If you
encounter interference from radars into
C-band satellite receive dishes, which
operate at 3.7-4.2 GHz, it's probably
caused by either the radars or the radio
altimeters. Install abandpass filter to
eliminate this problem.
Police speed-measuring radars operate at 10,525 MHz (X-band). Hughes
makes an obstacle detection radar in
this band that is mounted on school
buses and prevents the bus from moving if children are detected near the
perimeter of the bus. Around 15 GHz,
there is aband for surface radars used
at airports to locate planes on the
ground.
K-band police radars operate at
24,125 MHz. VORAD makes avehicle-mounted collision avoidance radar at 24 GHz that
is used on intercity buses and trucks. It originally used
exactly the same frequency as police radars, but it
would set off the radar detectors so the truckers refused
to use it. As aresult, VORAD got special FCC
approval to move it up in frequency slightly. New Kaband police radars are beginning to see some use
around 34 GHz.
The most itcent development is arequest by
General Motors to use 77 GHz for collision avoidance
radars. These would be installed in private cars and
might be integrated with the cruise control system to
cut back automatically on the throttle when closing on
the vehicle ahead.

The radio
spectrum:
what's up
there?

By Jell, \Krauss,
independent
telecommunications
policy consultant and
President of
Telecommunications and
Technology Policy of
Rockville, Md.

Mobile communications
•Traditionally, most mobile communication systems
operate in the VHF or UHF range. But experiments
have shown that mobile and portable Personal
Communications Services will work at around 2GHz;
this led to the FCC decision to kick out the fixed pointto-point users from that band.
Mobile satellite communications systems have operated on microwave frequencies for many years.
INMARSAT uses 1600 MHz frequencies, and other
mobile satellite systems are planned in the same fre-
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quency range, and also around 2400 MHz.
One other notable mobile service is mobile video,
used for electronic newsgathering and surveillance. In
addition to broadcaster ENG use, police employ cameras mounted on helicopters to monitor traffic and
crowds, and microwave to relay the video signal to the
ground. Frequencies are available at 2450 MHz and
6500 MHz.
But watch out for 2450 MHz; that's where the millions of microwave ovens operate. This frequency is
also used by medical diathermy equipment, and industrial heat sealing and curing equipment. Wireless data
networks employing spread spectrum techniques also
use this band.

Fixed communications
There are numerous microwave bands used for commercial fixed point-to-point communications, including
2, 4, 6, 7, 11, 13 (CARS band), 18, 23 and 39 GHz.
The 39 GHz band will eventually see heavy use for
interconnecting PCS cell sites. The military has fixed
communications bands at 1.7, 4, 8and 15 GHz.
Some of these bands are shared with satellite systems. For example, the 4and 6GHz microwave bands
are also used as the C-band satellite allocations, and
frequency coordination is the process that assures that
transmitters are geographically separated to prevent
interference. The Ku-band satellite allocations (12 and
14 GHz) are not shared with terrestrial microwave, so
coordination is not needed and large networks of very
small aperture earth stations (VSATs) can be deployed
quickly, without coordination or licensing delays.
The next satellite bands, Ka-band (19 GHz and 29
GHz), may see some commercial activity early in the
next century; these are the bands that Bill Gates proposes to use for Teledesic, anetwork of 840 satellites
constantly orbiting the earth in low altitude orbits.
Digital audio broadcasting may start later in the
decade in Canada at 1500 MHz, but that band has been
reserved in the U.S. for telemetry for the flight testing
of military aircraft and missles. So digital audio broadcasting, if it goes forward in the U.S., will have to use
2300 MHz.
Wireless cable video distribution, also known as
Multichannel Multipoint Distribution Service
(MMDS), operates around 2600 MHz. A newer version
of this, called Local Multichannel Distribution Service
(LMDS) and employing cellular reuse of frequencies
every 3to 6miles, is planned for the 28 GHz range.
And the long-awaited Direct Broadcast Satellite service
will soon operate at 12 GHz.
If you have an idea for anew service or technology
to use the radio spectrum, will there be capacity available? Maybe. You might have to get existing users
kicked out, which happened with PCS. But that is a
tough, time consuming fight. A better idea, if it fits
your needs, is to try to find an unused or lightly used
band, as did LMDS at 28 GHz or vehicle collision
avoidance radars at 77 GHz. CIED
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BOTTOM LINE
CONTECTm Converter Service Makes You Money...

Let's face the facts... the longer acable converter provides
uninterrupted service to your subscriber.., the more money
you make.Breakdowns mean customers complain,
trucks roll, and time evaporates... sound familiar?
At CONTEC, we specialize in building
"strategic service partnerships"
with cable operators... NATIONWIDE.
By exceeding OEM standards, our
quality repairs withstand the test of time...
and so do our business relationships.
CONTEC LEADERSHIP PROVIDES:
ri Computerized tracking of repairs
by serial number.

E Experienced, factory trained technicians
El Stringent quality control procedures
LI Security clearance of each shipment

El Efficient customer service
LI Fast turnaround and delivery

/
,
/30

BOTTOM LINE, CONTEC service centers
all work in harmony to keep your converters
where they belong.., in subscriber homes...
And, that makes you money!

/98
64
41 ,7/7
63
583

0 27
5 0,808

CALL TODAY

8,783

1-800-382-2723

50,12 9

,
066

551 ,262

* CONTEC's Jerrold compatible replacement remote control units.
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CONVERTER TECHNOLOGY+

1023 State Street, P.O. Box 739, Schenectady, NY 12301-0739
Phone: (518)382-8000, FAX: (518)382-8452
Circle Reader Service No. 71
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They're here! Regal wide body taps from ANTEC —developers of
the first 1GHz tap and line passive products for the cable industry.
Regal 1GHz two-way and four-way wide body taps meet the needs
of your growing network by affording you flexibility in system design
Our Cable Integrated Services Network (CISN)

and construction. These wide body taps allow you to upgrade any

is a "blueprint" for building abroadband network

existing plant to 1GHz without extension connectors.

spectrum. The Regal family of products by ANTEC

that accommodates interactive services in a 1Gliz
supports this vision.

Regal wide body taps offer:
• 1GHz bandwidth to accommodate emerging technologies
such as Near Video On Demand, HDTV, and Digital Audio.
• Premium components for superior RF performance and
dependability —the trademark of Regal products.
• Most extensive selection of main line distribution passives
in the cable industry —including narrow and wide body taps
as well as traditional and surge protected line passives.
Contact your local ANTEC representative and meet the new additions

REGAL

to our Regal product family.

/I

by eunrrec

Call 1-800 TO ANTEC.
Circle Reader Service No. 72
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